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Students with

Health Center
readies self for
AIDS outbreak

children face
difficult times

By Lisa Gates

Student-parent demand for child
care increased substantially this fall,

Staff writer

The Student Health Center is preparing for an outbreak of AIDS at HSU.

but funding didn’t.

As a result HSU’s Children’s Center
turned away nearly 70 percent of applicants for its services.
Throughout
the California State

‘The potential is always there for an

outbreak,’’ Health Center Nurse Practitioner Helen Milner said.

‘**] can’t believe there is any school
around that doesn’t have a few highrisk people on campus,’’ Margaret
W.

University system almost
1,700
children, or 46 percent of applications

for campus child care, were rejected
this fall. That was one of the findings
of a report by the California State
Students Association, a CSU student
lobbying group.
**It’s just been a crazy year,”’ said
Trudi Walker, director of the HSU
Children’s Center. ‘‘We’ve never had
sO many applicants.”’
More than 50 student-families have
been affected by the inability to obtain
child care at HSU.
‘It’s a barrier to parents who want
to go to school if they can’t have stable

and

Bridwell, president of the American
College Health Association told the
Chronicle of Higher Education in a recent interview.

director of the Health Center.

There has not been a reported AIDS
case at HSU. However, there has been
three reported AIDS cases in Humboldt County. One of these cases was a
known AIDS patient visiting fiom the

Please see CHILDREN back page

Bay Area.

Arcata’s faults draw concern
By

Laura

Rhoades

Staff writer

A potentially active earthquake fault
running through Arcata has city officials and geologists split over any real
danger.
The Fickle Hill fault, one of nearly
10 faults in the Mad River fault zone,
runs
from
Foster Avenue,
down
Alliance Road and east toward Sunny
Brae.
‘**Arcata High School is within the
hazardous
special study zone of the
fault. It just misses Arcata City Hall
and the fire station,’’ Raymond M.
Burke, HSU geology department chairman, said.
These structures have not been moved because, ‘‘It is presently not required and financially it would be a
horrible burden to Arcata,’’ Burke
said.

City
Engineer Frank Klopp said
Monday that this fault is ‘‘labeled only

as a ‘potentially’ active fault.’’ Since

most

campaign to inform students about the

and

See related story page A1l2

that

tisk of contracting the potentially fatal
disease, said Dr. Jerrold Corbett,

inexpensive child care,’’ said HSU

Associated
Students
President
CSSA participant Mark Murray.

‘‘I suspect

aces will end up eventually with at
least one’’ Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome patient.
The Health Center is developing a
policy to deal with AIDS victims and a

the fault is labeled as potentially active,
Klopp said there is no reason to seek

movement of existing buildings.
To

provide

for

public

safety,

the

Alquist-Priolo Geologic Hazard Zones
Act was enacted in 1972. The law requires local governments to withhold
construction

hazardous

permits

zones

in

designated

until geological

in-

vestigation has determined the site safe
from future faulting.
Because the fault is classified as being ‘potentially’ active, it is not con-

“There is not a policy on campus or
in the CSU system,’’ Corbett said, adding that he is helping to develop one

sidered as serious as a fault classified as
active.
Burke said, however, ‘‘there is suffi-

for both HSU and the CSU.

The policy

will offer guidelines on

cient geological evidence which could

confidentiality of reported AIDS victims and whether they can be barred

classify this fault as active.”’
An active fault is one in which movement has occurred in the last 11,000

“The time to deal with AIDS (at
HSU) is now — not when it happens,”’

years. Active faults are carefully watched because they have the most potential for seismic activity.

Burke said the evidence to classify
Please see QUAKE

page A1l2

from attending school.

an

Professor

Jane

Abernathy

said.
Perhaps the most controversial issue
involved is whether it is safe for AIDS
victims to attend school.

Please see AIDS back page

Minority enrollment figures clouded
Editor's note: Next week The Lumberjack
will examine
the problems
American
Indians encounter in a
predominantly white higher education
system.
By John Goddard
Staff writer

Explaining

HSU’s

ethnicity

with

statistics can be subject to interpretation.

HSU
recently

President Alistair
announced
that

McCrone
minority

enrollment hit an all-time high this fall.
‘Five years ago minorities were 6.6
percent of the enrollment. Now it’s 10
percent. That’s about a 33 percent increase.
**At this distance from the
population centers, that’s a
good track record,’’ he said.

major
pretty

Minority enrollment may be at a
high, but it is still the lowest in the CSU
system.
Statistics

on

ethnicity

can

be

misleading, eqpeceet when dealing
with small numbers
like those found at
HSU, said Phebe Smith, associate
director of HSU’s Educational Opportunity Program.

It depends on what percentages are
used, how ethnicity is defined and

grouped and if there are any errors in

calculating those numbers, she said.
Smith explained some problems with
interpreting percentages.

‘*It just depends on how you count
the students,”’ she said. “‘With HSU’s
small enrollment numbers, an increase
in the number of a few black students
can greatly influence the percentage
rate representing those students.”
Between

fall

1983-'’84,. blacks

in-

creased from 43 to $2 students. Is the
increase really significant?
“*It might be, when you talk in terms
of a percentage. It just takes a few
students to influence n
like
that. To havean increase of 10 percent
a
five more students,’’

**1 don’t know if you can count these
numbers as being statistically significant when you're talking about such a
small number of students.’’
Minority enrollment increased from
8.9 to 9.4 percent in fall of 1983-'84,
while the actual number of minorities
dropped by only three students, Smith
Please see MINORITY
page A4

A2
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Faculty, administration dispute tenure
falls, lecturers can be let go in place of

CSU: Tenure grants linked to enrollment;
some teachers treated unfairly, union says
said

By Marta Anne Laken

the

position

of

lecturer

tenured faculty.

CSU associate dean
Dorothy Miller,
of faculty affairs, said during a

was

originally designed for
le who only _taught an ‘‘occasional specialty
course.”’
Derden charged the administration
now uses the category as a ‘‘means of

Staff Writer

Part-time and temporary faculty are
‘exploited and kicked around,’’ a
campus union official charged.
James Derden, an HSU philosophy
professor and president of the local
chapter of the California Faculty
Association, said lecturers have ‘‘little
job security’’ and are under-paid for
the amount of work they do.
Derden said while not all non-

saving money.”’
Michael Wartell, HSU’s vice president of academic affairs, did not agree
with Derden’s assessment.
While
temporary
lecturers
are
employed to teach specialty courses,
the vice president said there are other
reasons as to why HSU employs temporary faculty. These reasons include:
e If a permanent faculty member
goes on a leave of absence, a temporary faculty member is hired to fill
the position until he returns.

tenured faculty want long-term univer-

sity careers, there are ‘‘thousands of
highly qualified lecturers (in the CSU
system) who want probationary tenure
standing,”’ but don’t get it because
‘the administration believes as long as
you don’t have someone tenured,
you've got them scared about keeping

e Temporary faculty enable HSU to

‘respond to student need.’’ If there is
a sudden influx of students in a given

their job.’’
The union chapter president also
said
the
administration
has
‘*perverted’’ the lecturer category. He

department, lecturers are hired to help
with the teaching load.

If enrollment

telephone interview from Long Beach

that.lecturers are often employed while
a campus is conducting a ‘*nationwide
search for a qualified tenure-track person to meet the long-term needs of the
university.”
Pat Vanderklis, administrative assistant to Wartell, said the percentage of
non-tenured faculty on individual CSU
campuses ranges from approximately

those who have tenure,’’ Wartell said.

Wartell also said he anticipates that
more tenure positions will be filled next
year if enrollment remains stable.

Derden acknowlédged that lecturers
are aware when they sign their contract
that their employment is conditional

funding.
and
enrollment
on
that the
contended
Nonetheless, he
non-tenured faculty are ‘‘not being accorded citizenry in academia.”’

He said non-tenured faculty, before

last summer,

didn’t have ‘‘full health

until the CFA

benefits’’

successfully

14 to 35 percent of total campus facul-

negotiated for them.

tenured faculty than most CSU cam-

Derden said.
The union chapter president also
said, ‘‘Lecturers can be required, and

ty. She estimated 21 percent of HSU’s
faculty is non-tenured.
“HSU definitely has fewer non-

puses,’’ she said.
Wartell said HSU lost 25 faculty
positions last year because of a drop in
enrollment. When there is an enrollment decline, HSU receives a cut in
funding.
As a result, the administration ‘‘filled very few’’ tenure-track positions, he
said.
‘“We didn’t want to put in jeopardy

‘“‘The union succeeded in really scoring one for lecturers in that area,”

usually do, teach one more course per
quarter than do those with tenure.’’

‘“‘They (lecturers) teach 15 units (ver-

sus 12 units for tenured ee
don’t know whether they'll be

They

kept on,

and they get paid less than anybody

else. If you’re going to tell me that’s

Please
see next page

Information Systems registered a 143

percent increase over last fall’s enrollment, according to official census figures released last week.
CIS enrollment increased from 37 to 90 students.

Wildlife

management,

speech

communication

and multiple subjects credential enrollment also
pegged significant gains.
Geology and geol
premajors registered an
enrollment drop of
31 percent, apparently the
largest of any campus program. At least two other
departments
registered ret
enrollment
drops, social welfare (from
81 to 58 students) and
music (from 84 to 62 students).
Total fall enrollment stands at 6,220 students, or

$,652 FTEs. A Full-Time Equivalency student car-

ries six Or more units.

The state provides $5,145 in funding for each

FTE student, which means HSU
$29,079,540 for the quarter.
Enrollment increased by almost
from fall 1984.

will

receive

100

students

A coordinator for a faculty evaluation guide is
being sought by the SLC.
The student selected will coordinate the distribution of teacher evaluation forms to general education classes at the end of each quarter, Associated
Students President Mark Murray said.

The

completed

forms

will

be compiled

booklet

in a

designed

to aid

A new club plans to bring the world of marketing
to HSU.
The Humboldt State Marketeers club plans ‘‘to

supplement

the

academic

theory

taught

in the

classroom by conducting lectures from internationally known marketeers,’’ according to the club
charter approved at ee
SLC meeting.
Membership is open to all students, faculty and
staff ‘“‘who wish to gain ‘real life’ advice from
motivated and successful business people,’’ the
charter stated.

The International Student
reception to welcome foreign
The reception will be held
to midnight at the University

Union is sponsoring a
exchange students.
on Saturday at 7 p.m.
Center gameroom.

Semesters at HSU to be discussed
A series of forums for students on the impending

Forensic

in the Blue Lounge of Jolly Giant Commons.
At each of the sessions, Whitney Buck from

Two

win debates

Speech and Debate team members

won

first

racy biMauney took k top
mri ic can landers &ae ‘coder
honors in the novice division of a forensics tournament held at Sacramento State University. Thirtytwo colleges and universities participated in the
event.

Positions
open on SLC
Two SLC councilmember positions are open in
the wake of resignations.
At Monday’s. SLC. meeting, Therese Quinn
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‘*Those who want to join should join now,’’ she
said, so the group can decide which topics will be
covered.

“Thinking About Chronic Illness’? will be the
topic of a lecture given by assistant professor of
psychology Lou Ann Wieand. It will be held on
Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Harry Griffith Hall 226.
‘It’s most important what a person feels like
with their own disease and how they explain it to
themselves,’’ Wieand said. Weiand has taught
classes in social psychology.

Jewelry to be presented
Two slide presentations on jewelry will be given
Thursday and Friday at 7:30 p.m. in Art 102.
Thursday, HSU professor of art David LaPlantz

will show slides of jewelry he presented this summer
on a six-week
Zealand.

Tim
teacher

students in class selection.
The coordinator is allotted a stipend of $250 per
year for an estimated 200 to 250 hours of work.
Murray, however, asked the A.S. Finance Committee to raise the stipend to $600 per year.

members

port group will discuss selected topics in depth. The
meetings will be closed to the public in a couple of
weeks.

Attitudes, illness discussed

Marketing club approved

conversion from the quarter to the semester system
will be held next week.

;
oe

her position as Representative of

International students welcomed

Evaluation coordinator sought

faculty-course evaluation

from

health, education and professional studies, and
Dianne Albright resigned from her position as
representative-at-large.
Students may apply for the vacated SLC positions or more than a dozen committee positions, at
the A.S. President’s office in Nelson Hall East.

Fulbright

McCreight,
at Worcester

a

scholarship trip in New

jewelry
Craft

and

Center

metal-smith
in Worcester,

Mass., will show slides of his sterling silver jewelry

with stone settings Friday.
McCreight’s jewelry is reminiscent of 18th and
early 19th century art, LaPlantz said. McCreight is

the author of three textbooks on jewelry making.

The forums, scheduled prior to preregistration
for the winter quarter 1986, will be held next

Wednesday from noon to 1 p.m. in Music 132, and
from 4 to $ Fe. in Founders 152. Another forum

will be held

Thursday, Nov. 14,from 7 to 8:30 p.m.

Academic Affairs, Don Clancy from Admissions
and Records and Stan Mottaz from the AIR Center
will be available to talk about the conversion process and answer questions.

6 i:
ov.

sean
18.

for winter quarter

1986 begins

Women’s support group raps
The Woman's Rap Group offers a support group
each Wednesday from 7 to 8 p.m. at the Women’s
Center, House $5.

Math forum honors teacher
*‘“George Polya: Mathematician, Teacher and
Problem Solver, 1887 to 1985"’ will be the topic of
the math department’s forum Thursday at 4:05
p.m. in Library 56. A tea-reception will begin at
3:40 p.m. in the same room.
Five HSU professors, from the mathematics,
hysics and psychology departments, knew Polya, a
y Area mathematician, personally and will talk
about his life and his contributions to math problem solving.
In 1945, Polya wrote ‘‘How to Solve It,” which
explains, in non-technical terms, how to think
about invention, discovery, creativity and. analysis.
The book sold more than one million copies.

Kathe Worn of the Women’s-Genter
aid the sup- «+. +: Polya died at age97 in Palo“Altoin September. :
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fair, you’re crazy.”’
Derden said that while non-tenured
faculty are not required to advise
students or sit on committees, most do
because ‘‘in the event that a tenuretrack position opens up, they have to

be good little girls and boys.”’
Michael Goodman, a philosophy lec-

turer, said he feels as though (he) must
advise, but for different reasons than
Derden suggested.
“1 went wrong in my academic
career too many times not to advise
.... T happen to like advising,” he
said.
Goodman said he’s teaching three
courses this quarter ‘‘which is not a full
load for a non-tenured member.”
He said he gets paid an extra unit for
collateral duties, which includes work
on ‘‘curriculum development, advising
and departmental meetings.’’
Goodman described himself as a
‘lecturer working hard on (his) Ph.D.,
hard at (his) teaching.”’

He

said

also

he’s

published

four

papers in journals, read papers at five
conferences and has just signed a contract to write a book.
‘“*I’m busting my butt because | love
love being in the
and
philsophy
classroom.”’
‘| do it so at some point in the
future I can get some job security so |
can support four children and a wife,’’
he said.
**1 do all this work since | want to get
hired next year,’’ he said, adding that
he finds it difficult to ‘‘teach effectively and keep being a good father, husband and lover.’’
If a tenure-track position opens,
Goodman said he wants to be the one
to get the job.
‘The lecturer’s life is fraught with

ey about the next year,’’ Goodman
said.
‘| don’t feel mistreated, but the
system is asking me to do more than
what they’d do themselves,’’ he said.
Ronald Young, dean of the College
of Creative Arts and Humanities,
acknowledged that lecturers are in ‘‘a
very vulnerable position and would
prefer to be in probationary tenure
positions,”’ but ‘‘that doesn’t mean the
administration is the bad guy.”’
Young, however, said he felt the administration last year filled ‘‘fewer
probationary tenure positions than (it)
should have.’’ He said, however, that
he understood this was not because too
many temporary faculty were hired,
but because enrollment was down and
fewer positions were needed.
Lecturers knew how much they’d be
paid and what their duties were when
they signed their contract, Young said.
**They haven’t been fooled. It isn’t
as though they were somehow doublecrossed,’’ he said.
The dean said he understood the
“‘psychological pressures’’ that lecturers may feel, but added, ‘‘the more
evidence (a lecturer has) of being a
good teacher, the better chance he has
for a tenure position.”
Wartell agreed the. pressure which
lecturers feel is ‘‘self-imposed,”’ adding, ‘‘no one promises them tenuretrack positions.”’
Derden said he would like to see the
administration give both tenured and
non-tenured
faculty equal teaching
.
loads.
If this were adopted, ‘‘they’d (the
administration) have to create 12 percent more new positions. Make them
tenure-track,’’ he said.
Derden describes this idea as an
as

Jim

Derden

— Bryan Coleman

‘eminently reasonable proposal.”’ |
Miller, however, said Derden’s pro-

posal

is not feasible because not all

temporary faculty are eligible to serve
on many university committees.’’
“If you gave everyone the same
load, temporary faculty would be paid
for something they’re not qualified to
do and tenured faculty would not be
paid for something they’re required to
do,’’ she said.
It will be the students who will

ultimately get ‘‘the short end of the

stick’’ if more tenure-track positions
are not opened, Derden said.
As tenured faculty retire, he said,
““there’s no one there to take up the
Slack ... no new fresh blood in the
system.’’ Those who remain will ‘“‘have
to run all the committees.’’
With so much extra administrative
work, Derden said he believes the

faculty will neglect the students.
‘It’s crazy, the whole thing is just
ridiculous,’’ Derden said, ‘‘you can’t
run a quality program without tenured
professors.”’
Goodman said, ‘‘It’s not logically

inconceivable

that

we

lecturers

positions become available.

‘Students will suffer’’ if he is not
‘‘current”’ in his field, he said.
‘‘When I write a lecture it is composed of both old and new material.
There’s always new material in books,
journals and at conferences. To teach
well, you havé to be current,”’ he said.
Wartell said that while other universities may have problems with mainrar a tenured faculty, HSU is not
one of them.
He said, ‘‘Teaching is primary,”’ adding, ‘‘HSU has kept the faith.’’
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Minority
figures, Smith said.

said.

This occurred because white enroll-

ment dropped, from 5,075 to 4,906,
whereas
minority
enrollment
held
steady, she said.
Minority enrollment has inched up
from 9.4 percent last fall to 9.9 percent
this fall.
This year HSU has 45 more minority
students than last year.
Presently, 617 minority students are
at HSU.
How clearly ethnic identity is defined and interpreted is another problem,
Smith said.
‘‘The term Native American has
often been interpreted by many white
students
as being
a_ native-born
American,’ she said.
**Since (white students) were born in
the United States they checked off
Native
American.’’
In
1982,
the
Native
American
category was changed to American Indian for clarity. By 1984 the number of
American Indians at HSU dropped by
36. Whether this is a result of the
change is uncertain, Smith said.
This fall 163 American Indians are
enrolled at HSU, according to enrollment data released by William Arnett,
HSU
Admissions
and
Records
registrar.
The CSU uses 10 groups to determine ethnic identity — American In-

dian,

Black,

White,

ethnic enrollment

of reported

curacy

Continued
from front page

Hispanic,

Mexican-American,
Asian, Filipino,
Pacific Islander, Other and Foreign
Students.
Combining ethnic categories into
fewer groups may also affect the ac-

HSU
combines
CSU
data
on
Mexican-American
and
Other
Hispanic
categories
together
as
Hispanics for the ‘‘convenience of

clear reporting,’’

Arnett

said.

Asian

and Pacific Islander categories are also
added
together.
In addition, foreign students are
grouped by ethnicity with American

by Admissions and Records because of
the inclusion of foreign student ethnicity, Smith said.
In 1975, 2.4 percent of CSU students
were foreigners. By 1982, 10.1 percent
were foreign.
California has the most foreign
students in the nation. Last year 47,318
students in the state were not U.S.
citizens.
Unlike

and

Admissions

HSU

other California ethnic minorities, we

don’t

res are fine, as long as they

don’t hide the fact of our low minority enrollment.

—Mark Murray
students, Arnett said, noting that they
are

included

based

on

surname

and

ethnicity.
This fall, 64 foreign students are
enrolled at HSU. Five are Hispanic, 44
Asian, nine white, one black, two listed
as Other and three Unidentified.
Last year there were 73 foreign
students at HSU.
However, a student with a Hispanic
surname — such as Sanchez — could
be Filipino ethnically, Leonard M.
Crawford, ethnic studies lecturer, said.
Also, the percentage of American
ethnic

minorities

at

HSU

could

be

higher or lower than what is reported

Records, the CSU Chancellor’s Office
foreign students are listed in a separate
category.
_ “We don’t figure foreign students
into

our

CSU

data,”

ingham, director of HSU
Systems,

said.

He

Jim

Cunn-

Information

also noted

that

the

department compiles HSU enrollment
data for the Chancellor's Office.
Admissions and Records enrollment
statistics are based on data from the Information Systems enrollment reports.
Mark Murray, Associated Students
president, said the CSU figures are
probably more reliable.
‘*When comparing HSU figures with

include

tion of minority students going to
school is shrinking, Murray said, ad-

ding

that

combining

enrollment

and
Admissions
In comparison,
Records reported that HSU had 572
(including
minorities
ethnic
foreigners). Ethnic enrollment last year
was 9.3 percent.
Error in reporting ethnicity may also
affect the accuracy of ethnic enrollment

figures.

While comparing data on HSU
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figures

fine, as long as they don’t hide the fact
of our low minority enrollment. But
regardless of how complicated the
show our
numbers are, we should
statistics just like the CSU. It would be
a lot easier,’’ Murray said.
In fall of 1984, CSU data reported
HSU had 516 ethnic minority students
students).
foreign
including
(not
Ethnic enrollment was reported as 8.4

Owners

92 Sunnybree
Arcata, California 95521
707 822-7009

Sun 12:00 - 5:00

non-citizen

ethnicity with regular ethnicity figures
can skew California minority student
figures.

Larry & Doris Mendez

TOTAL

M-Th 6:00 -9:00

foreign

While California’s college-age
minority population is increasing by
roughly 2 percent per year, the propor-

‘‘Arnett’s

‘Arnett’s enrollment

to

want

students,’’ Murray said.
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how he came up with the number.

CSU

dent ethnicity, The Lumberjack found

several differences reported by Admis-

HSU’s.

The Chancellor’s Office reported 80
Asians and 18 Pacific Islanders at HSU

sions and
Records and the CSU
rae eeors Office between 1980 and

‘Since
white
students
were born in the United

Ethnic groups were often reported in

greater numbers

by HSU

Admissions

and Records than by the Chancellor’s
Office. Nonetheless, total enrollment

remained the same.
For example,

fice reported
HSU in fall
Records

the Chancellor’s Of-

States

they

Native

American.’

checked

off

om

18 Filipinos attending
1983. Admissions and

reported

figures occasionally exceeded

i

Phebe Smith
in 1983. Admissions and Records,
which combines the two categories,
reported only 86 Asian and
Pacific
Islanders.
In addition, there were considerably
fewer Unidentified students reported
by HSU than by the Chancellor’s Office. Last fall, CSU data on HSU
reported 626 students of unknown
ethnicity. Admissions and
Records

70 Filipinos.

Arnett declined to speak on the
record except to say that the difference
could either be because of his practice
of including of foreign and out-of-state
students in the data or a calculation error on his part.
After recalculating Filipino enrollment data, Arnett could not explain

*

reported 530.

This fall, 427 students declined to |

identify ethnicity, according to HSU
figures.

not

Many minority students either do :
identify their ethnicity or list

themselves as Other.
“If HSU could somehow

j
add

Other category and some of the
students
who
didn’t
identify
themselves, we might have an 11 per-

determining
population.

ethnic

minority

““We’re

trying,’’

Webb

He

kinko’s copies

-

shrugged.
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student

Webb credited HSU’s recruitment
efforts for the increased ethnic minority enrollment this fall.
Nonetheless, HSU remains the palest
campus in the CSU system.

Indian Art Gallery & Gift Shop

Eureka

—

cent minority
enrollment,’’ Edward
“‘Buzz’’ Webb,
vice president for Student Affairs, said.
Neither the Chancellor’s Office nor
HSU include these two categories when

Northern California Indtan Development Couneit, inc.
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Police beat

oJows

It seems there were more tricks than
treats this Halloween week for the
University Police Department.
There was a report of a chair thrown
from a second story window of Maple
Hall Thursday night. No injuries or
windows were reported broken. Housing and Food Services will handle the
issue, UPD

In

reported.

act

another
meter

smashed

and

of

pipe

Also on Sunday, a vehicle was
reported stolen from the Van Matre
Hall parking lot. Approximately two

hours later, the vehicle was found in
the Campus Apartments parking lot
and the complaint was dismissed.
UPD and Health Center personnel
transported an apparent seizure victim
from the Quad to the Health Center

a

vandalism,

water

the rules and advised them to leave.

Tuesday.

were

A professor requested an officer to
stand by Thursday during a conference
with a possibly suicidal student. The
situation was apparently resolved.
An intoxicated juvenile female was

reported at the HSU observatory last
Wednesday. There were no suspects.
Sunday,

COLUMBIA SPORTSWEAR

IBEX RAINSUITS
;

:

PAC caged

¥

welded

:

UPD

received

a complaint

of a suspicious male tearing up plants
along 14th Street near Plant Operations. The UPD reported no suspects
found at the scene.
A visiting Frisbee team, apparently
unaware of campus alcohol use rules,
was found in possession of unauthorized libation on the lower playing field
Sunday.

The

UPD

informed

them

apprehended

near

the

Jolly

Giant

Complex Sunday. The woman was
Community
transported to Mad River
Hospital by Arcata Ambulance upon

request of the UPD.

public
two
also
were
There
drunken
one
drunkeness_ citations,
driver arrest and one alcohol violation.
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Weekly Reader
Evaluation of colleges proposed
Better

ways

should

be

developed

to

minimum drinking age to 21 and ban the advertising of alcoholic beverages on television, Adolph
Coors Co. eliminated its hard-sell advertising in

protect

students from being “ripped off’? by substandard
college degree programs, Secretary of Education
William Bennett said last week.
Bennett said government has an obligation to

CSUC President Robin Wilson disagreed. She
said research will never outweigh classrom teaching
when promotions are under consideration.

university areas, The Chronicle of Higher Educa-

tion reported.
In its place, Coors is printing the slogan ‘‘Drink

Safely’’

“‘suggest means by which the higher education con-

on

all

point-of-sale

packaging,

and

Wilson added,

sumer can be confident he is purchasing a sound

its

Directory assists blacks

said Marvin Johnson, Coors vice president of
public relations.
In a related story, Massachusetts colleges have
been forced to halt sales of alcohol because of in-

standardized methods of college and faculty evalua-

tion — particularly when developed by the government — are dangerous.

surance

companies’

refusal to continue

A CSU Fresno black alumni assocation recently
unveiled a directory for junior high and high school

students.

insuring

“The goal is to reach the junior high school
students while there’s still time to make them aware
of higher education and how to prepare themselves

their operations.
‘“‘No other state is in as severe a position as
Massachusetts yet,’’ Mark Rosenberg, a spokesman
for the Insurance Information Institution, told
CPS. ‘‘But it’s a growing problem around the coun-

‘The last thing we need in a country as diverse as
this one is a some kind of uniformity imposed by a

public agency, especially if it is tied to funding or
other policies,’’ said Ernest Boyer, president of the
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching.

to meet

black community

Without liability coverage, ‘‘many colleges may

administration

of

The press is no longer capable of discussing pro-

are ‘at

describe big business as terrific. I can’t even
remember the last time a major corporation was inspected,’’ he said.
Cockburn blamed superficial coverage on the
conservative nature of publishers.
‘‘Newspapers are very authoritative institutions,
more so than the government or the military.’

7? The Bookstore ‘Congratulates the
PANDA Drawing Winners
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|
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Jenny Brand

ere
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Kevin Cooper
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Gary Jackson
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Philip Wooten
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Diane Sudori
Todd Swarthout

Richard Childers

: Friedman

Alvonnda Phoenix

K. Lewis

Oliver Johnson

SECOND PLACE:
rth Davis

Colleen Holmes

Ronnean Melvin

er
Dina Peppa
Thomas Fors

prominent

members who represent a wide

blems in society, media critic Alexander Cockburn
said at a seminar at Santa Barbara City College.
Cockburn, who writes for The Nation magazine,
said the media has lunged toward conservativism,
the SBCC
campus
newspaper
The Channels
reported.
“‘In 1985 ... business sections in newspapers

odds over how much weight the publishing of
research papers should carry when considering
faculty for promotion.
Some faculty members claim the administration
is concerned with the number of published faculty
to the exclusion of other areas of professional
achievement, Chico’s campus newspaper the Orion

Sherry Anderson

coor-

Media critic pans press

Promotion debate hits Chico
faculty and

Mikel,

range of careers in an attempt to offer role models
to students, Mikell said.

decide to simply ban alcohol from campus rather
than face the (legal) risk it poses to the institution,’’
Edward Hammond, an official of the University of
Louisville said.

Chico

Robert

the campus newspaper Insight.
The directory includes profiles

Bob Fulton, a Boston insurance broker, said,
“‘Insurance companies are very anxious to get out
of the liability coverage market in general, and
alcohol liability coverage in particular.”’

CSU

the requirements,’’

dinator of CSUF’s ethnic studies department, told

try.

Alcohol crackdown launched

however, ‘‘Publications are simp-

ly a way to verify the individual is still learning.’’

advertising will have a ‘‘more mature emphasis,”

product,’’ The New York Times reported.
Some educators expressed concern, however, that

Colleges and universities across the nation have
launched a crackdown on student drinking, the College Press Service reported last week.
At Indiana University, the dean of students
makes surprise visits to campus parties to find
underaged drinkers and enforce a new campus keg
policy.
Pittsburgh police have warned student groups
they will drop into University of Pittsburgh parties
unannounced to enforce new drinking age laws.
Reactions
were
mixed
as to whether
the
crackdowns were encouraging more responsible
behavior or forcing drinking off campus — into less
controllable and more dangerous situations, CPS
reported.
In response to public pressure to increase the

reported.

| ee
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Humboldt County settles on shaky ground
Tectonic plates
converge deep
beneath county
Big Lagoon fault

By Laura Rhoades
Staff

Patricks Point fault

writer

Geological

Survey

office

McKinteyville fault,
Mad River fault Sak
AA

in

Menlo Park said.
Rich Lester, also from the USGS,
said, ‘‘in 1984 there were 23,000 earthquakes in northern and central United
States.’’ He added, however, that 10
percent of these temblors registered
more than 2.0 on the Richter scale.
Carver said there is a large number
of earthquakes in this county because,
‘We are at a triple junction.”’ A triple
junction is where three tectonic plates

converge,

also

called

a

STaTE

UNIVERSITY

Trinidad fault y

Disagreement
is common
among
geologists, but local geologists do agree
on one thing — Humboldt County is
prone to major earthquakes.
‘*Humboldt County is one of the
most seismically active areas in the
United States,’’ HSU geology Professor Gary Carver said.
“In terms of frequency, Humboldt
County produces hundreds of earthquakes,’’ Gerry Eaton of the United

States

MUMBOLOT

4

; ae

Coes:

unction of moving
tive area, accordi

ee
tectonic

Frere e

offshore triple

plates, is a seismically

to local and federal
Fickle Hill fault,
which runs across
the
visible by a dip on H Street at Jacoby’s Storehouse and
on G Street near Larry's Market. The fault is classified
ee,
active, though some
the
has moved enough to be termed
ie
Alquist-Priolo Act study zone surrounds the Fickle

subduction

zone. Tectonic plates are portions of
the earth’s crust. In Humboldt County, the Gorda Plate, Pacific Plate and
North American Plate are all slipping

.

A

fault in Arcata.

and sliding relative to each other.

Carver said earlier research by two
geologists indicated the subduction
zone world-wide most resembles the

Juan de Fuca-Gorda Subduction Zone,
the zone off the coast of Humboldt
County. The Juan de Fuca-Gorda zone
is similar to the zone off the Pacific

coast
of
northern
Mexico.
In
September that zone was the site of an

8.0

“The first reason for the existence of
a seismic gap may be that the nature of
the contact is such that the motion of
the plates takes place very smoothly,”’
Eaton said. ‘‘The second and most

likely reason
Humboldt

locked

and

for the seismac gap in

County,

is that a plate is

will buckle.

earthquake.
The subduction zone is part of a
seismic gap, ‘‘an area where not much

create a huge earthquake.’’

movement

not sdfe.’’

has

occurred

over

a long

period of time,’’ Carver said.
Seismac gaps, like the one from
Cape Mendocino and northward, have
two possible causes, Eaton said.

This

would

With the seismic gap in Humboldt
County, Eaton said, ‘‘This county is

‘“‘We need to convince public officials to spend their time and money
on earthquake safety and awareness,”’
Eaton said. ‘‘The likelihood that a par-

ticular guy will be in office when

an

ed Ferndale extensively,’’ he said.

‘earthquake of a large magnitude will
happen is small, so usually they (public
officials) are not very concerned.’’
Carver, who has researched the tec-

tonics of Humboldt County, said,
‘‘Major earthquakes in Humboldt
County are infrequent, but of a large
magnitude when they do occur.

Eaton said, ‘‘Historically, Eureka
stands out as being a very active area
for earthquakes. An earthquake of at
least magnitude 8.0 on the Richter

scale occurred in 1906. This was one of
the =

earthquakes

Carver said that in 1980 ‘‘there was

an earthquake of magnitude 7.0, but it
was centered about 75 miles offshore.
‘*Because it was out that far it didn’t
effect us very
much. If we were to have
a magnitude
7.0 inland, it would
severely damage the Arcata-Eureka
area,’’ he said.
Eaton said he was concerned with
people’s ee
earthquakes.
“In areas w
major earthquakes
are infrequent, people aren’t concerned —_ ae we
Our apathetic attitu

ever recorded

about

this

dangerous,’’ he said.

in California. The earthquake damag-

region

is

Newer buildings designed to avoid faults
By Christine McElheran
Staff writer

If the earth starts a-shaking, taking cover in
buildings constructed or remodeled after 1972
isn’t a bad idea.

The

Alquist-Priolo

Geologic

Hazard

Zones

Act, signed into law in 1972, required the state to
recognize some Humboldt County earthquake

faults as ‘‘active’’ and ‘‘potentially active.”’

‘*A fault that has shown movement within the
last 11,000 years is ‘active,’ ’’ Raymond Burke,

HSU Geology department chairman said.
The Alquist-Priolo maps of earthquake faults

divide an area into seismic zones. These zones are
ranged from zero to four. Most of Humboldt
County is in zone four, where many faults are
considered active.

‘‘The maps are specifically related to ‘fault

rupture

hazard’;

they do not treat shaking, or

a
County Planner Tom Hofweber
said.
Before a building can be constructed or an old
building can be remodeled, it must be determined
whether or not a geologic report is required.
“The zones trigger a report requirement,”’
Hofweber said.

A geologic report makes recommendations in

accordance

with the Alquist-Priolo

law that a

County Building Inspector Ray Schwabenland
said, ‘‘We use the ‘Geologic Hazards Land Use
Matrix’ (in the ‘Humboldt County Zoning

Regulations Manual’) to determine
geologic report is required and when it
The matrix combines proximity to a
size and use of the proposed building

when a
is not.’’
fault and
to deter-

mine when a geologic report is necessary.

Buildings constructed before 1972 did not re-

building be moved away from a fault area or
recommends design factors that will make it

quire a geologic report and do not require one

more earthquake-safe.

reconstructed.

‘Setback recommendations require that the
building be moved by at least 50 feet from the
fault.’ Hofweber said. ‘‘The 50 feet is a
minimum standard required by law. It is up to
the engineer to determine if this minimum is adequate.’’ Existing buildings, however, are not re-

quired to meet this standard, he said.

now, unless they are going to be remodeled or
‘It would not be feasible to bring
building up to today’s standards,’’ Burke said.
‘We only do a geologic report on an existing
building

if

it

is

required

because

=

remodeling it,’’ Schwabenland said. “
Jacoby Storehouse was remodeled, they required
Please see FAULT page All

very
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Drug production, treatment pose troubles
Speed, designer drugs
providing a plethora
of Humboldt highs
Humboldt
County,
home to an
established marijuana industry, is also
home for the production of other illicit
drugs. Part two of this two-part series
looks at efforts to eliminate drug production in the county, its related social

problems and treatment of Humboldt
County’s drug abusers.

By
Gregory Marget
Staff writer
The abuse and manufacture of hard
drugs in Humboldt County is a problem both law enforcement agencies
and drug rehabilitation centers are
waging war against.
Though the goals of both groups are

the force has made over 200 felony arrests involving drugs, most of them for
drug trafficking, according to task
force reports.

the same — to decrease the use and
abuse of drugs — they approach the

problem frdm opposit: nds. The law

enforcement agencies try to cut the
supply of drugs, while rehabilitation
groups work on cutting demand.
Humoldt County’s major problem
drugs,
excluding
marijuana,
are
methamphetamine,
cocaine,
and
heroin.
The Humboldt County Drug Task
Force, formed in 1983, has made its
primary objective the eradication of
hard drugs in the county, Sheriff Dave
Renner said. The task force also works
at decreasing drug traffic.
The
drug
task
force
leaves
marijuana-related cases to the state’s
CAMP (Campaign Against Marijuana
Planters) program and the Sheriff’s
Department, Renner said.
Law
enforcement
leaders countywide make up the supervising board
of the task force. In just over two years

has been

program

“The

very suc-

cessful,’’ Renner said.
The task force has also seized two or
three drug manufacturing laboratories,
Renner said.
Manufacture of drugs, especially
methamphetamine, is fairly common
in the county. The task force’s first annual report stated that most of the
methamphetamine consumed locally is
manufactured within the county.
Humboldt county is a likely place
for drug manufacture because access to

power supplies in remote areas is attractive to drug producers, Arcata
Police Chief Joe Maskovich said.
Methamphetamine abuse is the most
severe problem treated at the Blue
Heron, a Eureka outpatient treatment
center, said Dotty Fox, Blue Heron
clinical director.
enforcement

law

While

agencies

focus on eradication efforts, treatment

KNITTER’S
NOOK
10 Percent
yarns

Student

Discount

on all

Knitting Yarns,
Supplies & Instructions

1166 H Street
Arcata 822-1792

centers like the Blue Heron focus on
counseling and rehabilitation.
‘“‘We’re not connected with law enforcement. We are concerned with demand
reduction, whereas they are
more
concerned
with
supply
reduction,’’ Neil Tarpey said. Tarpey
is coordinator of substance abuse
prevention at the county ‘Office of
Alcohol and Drug Programs.
The main emphasis in treatment programs
is
counseling.
Tarpey’s office, for example,- provides short-term counseling and offers
drug prevention education. Patients
who need more in-depth treatment are
referred to another center, like Blue
Heron.

Blue Heron counsels around 45 peo-

ple a month, Fox said, many of whom
are increasingly abusing a variety of
drugs.
Fox said the center does not treat a
very high percentage of heroin abusers,
though
law
enforcement
agencies
report heroin abuse to be a common
problem. Heroin abusers are perhaps
less likely than other drug abusers to
seek treatment, Fox said.
Blue Heron counsels people on an
outpatient basis for a period of three
months to one year. Counseling is provided on a sliding fee scale, Fox said.
For abusers requiring inpatient care,
Crossroads
in Eureka
provides
a
residential drug treatment program.
Patients in the 20-bed facility are reuired to live there for at least six months,
said
Barbara
Anderson,
a
Crossroads counselor.
“Counseling is based on the idea

Please see DRUGS page A15
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Community briefs

Fault
‘‘sold-out’’ to Maxxam Group
demning the takeover attempt.

Who ya’ gonna call?
An

alternative

to

Ma

Bell

was

signing

up

after initially con-

customers Monday as the first discount telephone

Changes on the road to nowhere

service hit the North Coast.
Toll Communications of Ukiah

Two proposed changes to Arcata city roads will
come before the Arcata Planning Commission this
month.
The
changes,
recommended
by the city’s
transportation safety committee, are to change
Bayside Road to a one-way road with a bike path
and to change the two-lanes of Samoa Boulevard
from Highway 101 to Cal-Kirk Landscaping to one
lane and a passing lane.
Public comment will be taken at the planning
commission’s regular meeting, 8 p.m. Nov. 12.
The bike lane proposal brought a crowd to the
Oct. 16 city council meeting where area residents
lobbied for the lane.

already has in-

stalled its trunk lines and is in the process of testing.
Toll offers a 23 percent discount on all long
distance calls for residences and charges businesses
a monthly $18 service fee.

Simpson stops milling around
Simpson Timber Co. shut the gates on its Korbel
mill for four months as preparations for renovation
of the plant began.

The Korbel mill is undergoing a $13.5 million

modernization to reduce expenditures at the plant.
The move is expected to eliminate approximately 65
jobs and increase the processing of young timber,
officials said.
The updating will include computerized lumber
sorting and bundling systems.
The temporary layoff of Simpson logging crews
was expected without the planned renovation, as
logging is at a minimum during winter months.

If the report reveals that the proposed building
is not going to be earthquake safe, ‘‘engineers

design factors that will beef up the structure.”’
Schools, however, are under different legisla-

tion.

Arcata’s future seems embodied in its past, and
one structure which has stood the test of over 130
years of weathering will soon become a home again,
this time for momentos of the treasures it once
housed.

The opening of the Phillips House,
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Hofweber said. ‘‘It is usually not economically

located at

Safeway chopped Luncheon Meats 2 1/2 oz.
Beef, Pastrami, Chicken,Ham & Turkey

59°

Act

feasible to bring the old schools up-to-date.
They usually opt to relocate and start over. That
is what happened recently with Stewart School.

99° ea.

Bumble

Field

buildings and doesn’t
allow reconstruction
without upgrading to up-to-date standards,”

Seventh and Union streets, is a major objective for
Alex
the Historical Sites Society of Arcata.
Stillman, HSS president and a former mayor of Arcata, said the house is one of the oldest in Arcata.
Annual events such as a Valentine’s luncheon and
the HSS’ traditional silver teas have raised ‘‘well
over $10,000 ,’’ Stillman said.
A specific date for the opening of the museum is
not yet known. Stillman said, however, ‘‘We have
worked out an agreement with the developer of the
Hotel Arcata which will enable us to display potential museum pieces in the lobby of the hotel.’

Lawsuits
aimed
at blocking
the proposed
takeover of Pacific Lumber Co. by a New York
group are still pending in federal courts.
One suit, however, was dismissed Friday by a
federal judge in San Francisco while another was
filed in Humboldt County Superior Court.
New York-based Maxxam Group had offered to
purchase outstanding PL stock at $40 per share in
an initial hostile takeover attempt. That offer was
rejected by PL’s board of directors.
The two class-action lawsuits were filed by
employees who believe the PL board of directors

Jumbo

quarters, nuclear power plants, dams, hazardous
chemical storage and other buildings that are
public safety or service buildings. The remaining
structures
—
one-story
wooden
dwellings,
schools and highways — are non-critical.
‘If a critical building is proposed in a high risk’
area (seismic zone four), an engineering geologist
is required to prepare a report,’’ Hofweber said.
‘“‘With the lower risk buildings on lower risk
areas, a civil engineer prepares the report and
uses his discretion about calling in another
geologist.’’

Museum to store Arcata’s history

PL takeover suits filed

Australian Asparagus

Continued
from page A9
a geologic report.’’
Safety standards vary with expected use and
size of a proposed building.
The matrix divides proposed buildings into
‘‘critical’’ and ‘‘non-critical.’’ Critical buildings
are hospitals, police stations, civil defense head-

|;
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TABLE OF CONTENTS, by John McPhee,

$15.95. This is a collection of eight pieces
written by John McPhee between 1981 and
1984. Just released

the Fickle Hill fault as active is overwhelming. The evidence includes fractured Quaterary soils, which are recent
deposits that have been moved by
seismic activety; sag ponds, which are
bodies of water occupying
small

THE GOOD TERRORIST,by Doris Lessing,
$16.95.

Controversial

new

novel

by

a

QUALITY
| FISHING

popular author.

WORLD'S FAIR, a novel by E.L. Doctorow,
$17.95. Publisher's Weekly said, “This wise
and tenter novel will haunt readers with its
resurrected memories...the book should immediately become a classic."

WRITER’S MARKET 1966, just released at
$19.95. Now is the time to buy this essential
tool for the serious writer.

THE FOLLOWING BOOKS ARE NOW ING
STOCK IN PAPERBACK:
SON OF THE MORNING STAR, by E.S.
Connell, $8.95. Sensational new work on
Custer and the Little Bighorn
WE,

by

Robert

Understanding

A.

the

Johnson,

psychology

Even though Humboldt County is
estimated
to be the third
most
seismically active county in the United
States, Klopp is not as concerned as
Burke. He said, ‘‘Thousands of people
will be killed on highways before Humboldt has its next large earthquake.”’
_ Klopp said, ‘‘The Alquist-Priolo Act
is a state program to keep geologists
employed.”’
“There
is nothing
| could
do
anyway,’’ Klopp said, ‘‘because the
state only allows us to withhold permits for construction. We can’t do
anything if the structures are already
present.”’
‘“‘You have to be able to afford the

| TACKLE

av ge
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Arcata
California

"IMME KLIES,

95523

Inc.

*FLY FISHING A SPECIALTY
*FLY TYING TOOLS &
MATERIALS

*SALMON & STEELHEAD
TACKLE
*ROD BUILDING SUPPLIES

$6.95

(707) 822-8331

of romantic

love, by the author of He, and She.
GODESSES IN EVERYWOMAN, by Jean
Bolen, $7.95. A new psychology of women:
forward by Gloria Steinem
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Klopp said ‘‘Even if an active fault
(as opposed to a potentially active
fault) is found and there are already existing structures, nothing can be done’”’
because the Alquist-Priolo Act only
applies to already existing structures
and structures that haven’t been built
yet.
As for home owners in this zone,
Burke said, ‘‘The local government
should by now have notified property
owners, but I’ve never seen the notice
and | don’t know if they were ever sent
out.
‘*Maybe we’ve been lucky, but if you
look at the past we are certainly a
seismic-prone area with a huge potential for disaster,’’ Burke said. ‘‘Some

AT JUNE 30, 1985

book

the

Read

$3.95

Puig,

building, so all the natural dangers
must be taken into account,”’ Klopp
said. ‘‘When building a structure it
must be able to withstand wind and fire
too, and wind load is usually more of a
concern than the danger of an earthquake.
‘If you want my advice, live in a
wood-frame building because it will
withstand more,’’ Klopp said.

enclosed depressions formed where active or recent fault movement has
enclosed drainage; and long linear
fractures, which often show the outline
of fault movement.
Burke said, ‘‘The Alquist-Priolo Act
should be better enforced or changed
to include the relocation of some existing structures. The general public
doesn’t think in terms of dangers when
considering building sites because major ground ruptures are rare.”’
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Drugs
Continued from page A10
that psycho-social problems are at the

not

blems behind the abuse, and we try to

group and individual counseling in a
are

given

responsibilities

kind

of

Tarpey fears drug abuse problems in
the county could create serious new
health problems.

$200 worth of chemicals into a
moderately well-equipped lab, and
turn it into $2 million worth of synthetic designer drugs, Tarpey
said.
The drugs are chemical analogs,

American

because nobody can be forced to go
a program like this, Anderson

said.

‘“‘The people who make it are the
people who finally say to themselves,
‘Hey, I’ve got to do something about
this problem or I’m going to die.’ A lot
of people come in and find out they’re

scene

area, Tarpey said.
An underground

Immune Deficiency Synrecent
report
by the

College

Health

Asociation

estimates that 17 percent of all AIDS
victims acquire the disease through intravenous use of drugs.
In New York, where there is a high
incidence of heroin abuse, well over
half of the AIDS victims may have acquired the disease through intravenous
drug use, Tarpey said. The danger of
AIDS spreading to Humboldt County
in this way is a very clear and real
danger, he said.
Another danger in the county’s drug

their transition back to the ‘‘real
world,’’ Anderson said.
The
program
has a very high
dropout
rate (about
81
percent)

is the possibility of
‘designer drugs’’ showing up in the

abuse

Tarpey and Fox said success rates in
treatment programs are fairly high for

is Acquired
drome.
A_

and

leadership roles in an attempt to ease

——

that

_ The most serious of these problems

Total

abstinence from drugs is required. Patients

to make

people who stick with the programs.

find other ways for people to find
satisfaction in life away from drugs.’’
The Crossroads program provides
environment.

ready

commitment to themselves,’’ she said.

root of drug abuse,’’ Anderson said.
“We try to discover the deeper pro-

structured

yet

chemist

can

look-alikes for heroin, speed, and co-

caine. The drugs are often dangerous
and

are

untested

street, he said.

until

they

hit

Enter, the Macintosh”

With programs like Microsoft? Excel and

Jazz™ trom Lotus: it lets vou put together forecasts,

Just dont let vour roommiate, the

marketing wiz, see this ad.
At least not until after vou graduate.

marketing plans, financial statements, costing
and cash flow faster than vou can sav “grey

More people
have survived .
cancer than
now live in

the City of

Los Angeles.
We are winning.

VARNS ¢ THREADS ¢ DYES
BEADS ¢ GIFTS
x

On the Plaza

flannel suit with tasseled loafers.
Macintosh helps students work smarter,
quicker and more creatively; And the beauty of it
ll is. vou dont have to know diddlev about
computers to use one.

—~

the

Designer drugs are sold as ‘‘ultrapotent,’’
but they are dangerous,
Tarpey said.
‘*People
are dying
from
these
drugs,’’ he said. ‘‘Sometimes there is
just too much drug for the system.
People don’t know what the hell
they’re getting. It’s not like you go into
the grocery store and pick your product. You're taking a chance every °
time you buy.’’

Beat thy roommate.

The best time to get ahead in the business
world is not when vou get into the business world.
Its when vou get into school.

take
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©@ 822-4269

Christmas is very close. We have
many quick knit & crochet patterns
for hats, scarves, sweaters and
vests.

NOVEMBER CLASSES

«

©)

1985 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple and the Apple logo are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Macintosh is a’
trademark of Mcintosh Laboratory, Inc. and is being used with its express permission.
Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. Jazz and Lotus are trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation.
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Instructor: Ollie Perry
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1:00 — 4:00 p.m.

KNITTING — BEGINNING

SPINNING

Learn basic techniques on a drop

spindle and a wheel using a variety
of fibres. Wheels, spindles and

fleece provided.

Available at the HSU Bookstore

Instructor: Sheri Tyler
November 23
Fee: $20.00
12:30 — 5:00 p.m.
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Student parents
denied child care
The
California
State
University
is
against motherhood.
This
fall,
1,600
student-parents
statewide were denied the opportunity for

child care.
More than 70 percent of applicants to
HSU’s Children’s Center were turned away

this fall.

Why? Because the CSU has neglected to

part with

any of its multi-billion

dollar

general fund to assist state university child

care centers.
As it stands, the CSU allows campuses to

allot an ‘‘emergency’’ $5,000 to their child
care centers every two years.
To

add

Children’s

insult

Center

to

will

injury,

pay

HSU’s

more

than

$7,000 to the university this year in service
fees.
As a result, there is simply not enough
money to match the dramatically increasing number of students needing affordable

child care.
But there may be a ray of hope. The
CSU Board of Trustees voted last month to
study whether or not to help fund campus
child care centers.
However, hot air and speculation will
not help student mothers and fathers pay a
budget-busting $100 to $200 per month for
commercial child care. They need action.
It’s time the CSU puts its money where
its mothers are.

Shaky design act
everyone's fault
‘“‘Something’s shakin’ in Arcata.”
*““Who’s fault is it?”’

An earthquake fault runs through the city, virtually bisecting Arcata in two as it
runs under McKinley’s feet. It sounds funny until the big one hits.
Arguing against the existence of earthquake faults is futility at its height.

Regardless of these printed words, earthquake faults will remain.
What is disturbing, and is perhaps worth
quaking in the shoes about, is the continuing indecision over the activity of the fault
and how to make safer structures out of

those pre-1972 buildings sitting on top of

the ‘‘potentially active’’ fault.

Buildings completed prior to 1972 aren’t
required to have a geologic review conducted of them. Other than for renovation,

“And he’s getting bigger every year.”

Letters to the editor
Prof’s letter found offensive
iditor:
| found
Professor Stepp’s letter regarding
minority recruitment highly offensive.
He implied that non-local minority students attend HSU only because of ‘‘arm-twisting’’ and that
many
are
‘‘grossly
unprepared’’
to tackle
schoolwork.
This is a prevalent attitude at HSU regarding
minorities; minority students who encounter such
attitudes feel they are being stereotyped. Stepp
sounds condescending and ignorant when he implies that minority students who come from ‘“‘deficient scholastic backgrounds’’ can only succeed
with ‘‘special help sessions,’’ and that they should
attend affordable institutions close to home.

Studies of student retention at HSU have shown
that there is no major variation in the dropout rates

of low-income students and students whose parents
can afford to send them here.
He implies that HSU should draw its ethnic
enrollment from the local area, which is also highly
questionable as most of our students, both white
and minority, come from outside the area.

It saddens me, both as a minority and as a professional new to this area, to encounter such archaic

views towards ethnic minority students.
Celina
Counselor, EOP/SS

the old buildings are left alone, possibly to

crumble when the big one hits.
The argument goes that moving the old
bars, shops and houses in the fault’s vicinity is not economically feasible. That’s pro-

bably true, but a cursory inspection
pre-1972 structures wouldn’t hurt.
ee

ee

ee ee

of

The asbestos in this building is in hot water pipe
wrappings in the boiler room and in the crawl space
beneath the buildings. There is some damaged pipewrapping insulation in the boiler room which gave
this building a higher priority than others.
Since the boiler room is not in the public traffic
areas, it does not pose a health hazard to building
occupants.
Plans are in progress to use °85-’86 system-wide
Minor Capital Outlay appropriation and other
funds to remove the asbestos from all afeas
designated as priority 7 or 6. The board of trustees
also just approved a
request for an additional $2.5
million for ’86-’87 fiscal year to remove asbestos in
priority 5 and 4 categories.

Nelson Hall called safe
Editor:
Regarding the recent Lumberjack article on the
CSU Asbestos Report, this is to inform you that the
Nelson Hall East and West buildings’ priority 7

Jerry Hopkins
Campus Safety Coordinator

Editor’s note: Hopkins said if anyone has questions

regarding asbestos in any HSU building, he may be
contacted at 826-3356.

Linus Pauling response
Editor: —
I want
to commend the biology graduate
students for bringing Linus Pauling, winner of two
Nobel Prizes, to this campus to speak to us about
world peace. In this time when our very planet is endangered by the blindness and outmoded thinking
of the politicans in chage of our world govenments,
we need every bit of understanding we can acquire
to correctly inform ourselves on these issues. I can
think of no greater use for the tools of science than

to educate us as human beings on what exactly is ineo,

soe

wea cote

ae Teh

rue

’

’

Please see next page
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Past record gives doubt of Soviet integrity
Soviets

Rightfully speaking
Gary Conrad Jr.

the Soviets

without

We should not rush into anything
just for the sake of easing tension
between our nations.

the Soviets recognized the Ukrainian Republic. One year later, they

The only way America should
sign an arms control treaty with the

invaded and seized that Republic.

Continued from previous page
volved in the presense and possible use of nuclear

weapons. We need to be informed in order to act to
ensure the survival of our own species and of every
life form on this earth.
Dr. Helen Caldicott has said, ‘‘There is no other
medical issue ... for what good is it if we immunize babies if they'll all be dead?’’ I submit that
until this overpowering nuclear threat is brought
under some kind of control and a worldwide commitment is made never to use such weapons, there is
no more important scientific or educational issue
that should command our attention at a university.
In order to have the will to survive, and the
stamina to do whatever is necessary to ensure our

planetary survival, we must not only be informed,

but inspired. Pauling certainly did both for us on
the night of Oct. 24. A predominantly youthful au-

dience, which spilled into the aisles after taking
every available seat in the packed Van Duzer

Theater was alternately hushed with respectful concentration and exploding with extended applause
and cheers. That kind of response to such a
distinguished elder of our culture is a sign of hope
to me. For the students of biology to bring Pauling
here to HSU is a tremendous step toward linkiung
science and the humanities.

Beverly Hanly
Lecturer, English department

New responses to Stockett
Joseph

to allow

ment with the Soviet Union. One
only has to look at their track record
to see that we can’t trust them.
Since coming to power, the Communists
have
been
breaking
agreements and treaties as if their
Signature meant nothing.
Some examples of Soviet treaty
violations are as follows: In 1917,

realizing

that fact.
People have expressed optimism
that maybe some agreement could
be reached between the superpowers
at the upcoming summit meeting.

Editor:
In his first letter,

agree

Soviet Union and see if they are living up to their end of the bargain.
Without that provision, America
should never sign another agree-

History has shown the Soviet
Union can’t be trusted. America
must not enter into any agreement

with

is if they

American teams of defense experts
to verify aspects of the treaty. In
other words, they let us enter the

Stockett

continue

to use

the

blatantly anti-Semetic statement, ‘‘The Jewish community is definitely in need of atonement for its
crimes against the Palestinian people.’’ In his se-

cond letter he says, ‘‘It’s stupid for any intelligent
person to argue that criticism of Israel is equivalent

these

weapons

in

Southeast Asia and Afghanistan.
In 1961, they signed the Nuclear |

Test Moratorium.
Less than 13
months later, they broke it by testdetonating
more
than
300

megatons.
In 1968, they signed the Declaration of Bratislava which guaranteed
the independence of Czechoslavkia.
Less than three weeks later, they invaded and captured that country.
In 1975, they signed the Helsinki

Accords
observe

uaranteeing

they

would

uman_ rights. Today,
human rights monitors stationed in
the Soviet Union have been im-

are over. Without these assurances,
we pt
tad up the notion of
arms control.

In addition, Peres offered his willingness to meet in

and strategic holds in the Middle East. As much as

why not aim for a present peaceful co-existance between all involved parties instead of attacks on the
Zionist movement.

centrate on peace rather than on idealistic

Jordan’s capital, Amman, with Hussein.
As for alleged Israeli attacks stated by Stockett,

Israel needs the
needs Israel. This
the past 37 years
For the benefit

If the United States cuts ties with Israel, we, as a
nation, stand to lose one of our strongest, reliable

United States, the United States
fact has been proven throughout
of Israel’s existance as a state.
of the entire world, why
not conhatred.

Brian Marcus
Freshman, political science/international relations

Corrections
Last week a Lumberjack front page article on

the weightroom incorrectly stated that the
Associated Students would be purchasing the
weightroom
university.

and

donating

the facility to the

said an ad hoc committee, commissioned by the
A.S. to study weightroom fees, and Athletic
Director Chuck Lindemenn had chosen not to
use that avenue of funding at the time of their
last meeting.

Actually the weightroom will be financed
through a loan of about $20,000 with the Instructionally Related Activities reserve account,

Connie Carlson, A.S. general manager, said.

IRA will then set up a trust account administered by the University Center, designed
to collect the revenue generated from fees

charged for the weightroom. At the end of each
year, the UC account will transfer the money
made on the weightroom to the IRA reserve.

The fee will also finance a student assistant’s
position to be paid through the Center Activities Intramural Office, The student position
will supervise the weightroom.
After the $20,000 loan is repaid,

makes

prisoned, exiled or put into asylums.
In 1983, they violated international aviation agreements by
shooting down an unarmed civilian
enger
aircraft. This act resulted
n the
deaths of a U.S. Congressman
and 268 other innocent persons.
The violations of the Soviets are
sO numerous that these are only a
few of hundreds of cases in which
they have not lived up to their promises.
President Reagan must impress
upon the Soviets that we won't sign
any agreement that doesn’t allow
for verification. The times of
America blindly trusting the Soviets

In 1925, the USSR signed the
Geneva agreement banning the use
of chemical weapons. Today, they

The f pvim4 then decided last Monday to use
the IRA loan from the reserve fund. Since then,
the Student Legislative Council has approved a
recommendation to the IRA to accept the use
of IRA reserve funds for the weightroom. The
IRA committee will vote on the SLC
mendation this week.

In another Lumberjack
Linus Pauling was quoted
enough explosive power in
equal the power of all the

generated from the weightroom will be used for
replacement of old equipment and the purchase
of additional equipment.
The story also erroneously reported the
possibility of using IRA funds, instead of the
IRA loan, had been previously denied. Carlson

story on page A3,
as saying
there was
the world
today to
bombs dropped in

World War Il — 27 times over.

What

revenue

recom-

Pauling actually said was that there

was enough explosive power in the world today
to equal the amount dropped in WWII every

day for 27 years.

The Lumberjack regrets the errors.

It is the policy of The Lumberjack to correct all
Sactual errors.

to anti-Semitism.’’
Therefore, one can conclude from Mr. Stockett’s

current letter that either his first letter was stupid or
that he is unintelligent. Which is it Mr. Stockett? I
anxiously await your next letter.

Ron Glick
Graduate student
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Serving the students of Humboidt State Univer-

Since 1929
The Lumberjack is published Wednesdays during the
school year, breaks excepted. Offices are at Nelson Hall
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Children
Continued from front page
**We need a major shift in how child
care is funded. It’s time for the CSU to
take it on, too.”
Child care centers on CSU campuses

have relied on funding from the state

Department
of Education,
student
governments and private funding by
parents.
‘*We want to get a partnership between the state, the students, the
parents and the CSU,”’ said Paul
Knepprath, legislative director for the

CSSA,

in a telephone interview from

Sacramento.
The HSU Children’s Center budget
for this year is nearly $125,000. But
that isn’t enough to allow it to serve the
maximum number of children who
could be receiving child care here.
**We have 37 children here per day,
but the amount of available space we
have would allow us to hold a total of
52,” said Walker. ‘‘CSU won’t give us
the money we need to fully utilize the

space we have.’’

The center admits applicants on a
lowest-income-first basis and charges
parents a sliding scale fee. This fall two
of the 55 student-parents served are
charged a quarterly fee, Walker said.
Parents, however, raised more than

$3,000 for the center last year.
**Basically, the CSU’s position on
funding child care is that it’s their mission to educate adults, not children,’’
Walker said.
The 37-child limit was written into

HSU’s original child care budget in
1974 as the maximum number of
children
the state
artment
of
Education would fund.
ause addi-

tional funding

is not available from

either the Department of Education or
the A.S., the Children’s Center was
forced to turn away 26 of 81 applicants
and has a waiting list of more than 40.
An additional $25,000 would be
needed by the Children’s Center next
= to operate at full capacity, Walker
said.
The CSSA recently launched a yearlong campaign at CSU campuses to
promote awareness and support for
child care.
The campaign was launched after
the student group successfully lobbied
the CSU Board of Trustees to place
child care as a high-priority item on its
agenda for the year. As a result, a
newly-created CSU task force was
directed to present the board with
recommendations in May on how the
CSU might help fund campus child
care.
**Our concern is that no student who

is eligible should be precluded from attending school,’’ David Kagan, CSU
Dean of Academic Affairs, said in a
telephone interview from Long Beach.
In an attempt to rally support for
child care funding, the Associated
Students will sponsor next week a
‘**Child Care Awareness Week.”’
The A.S. is encouraging studentparents to bring their children to

classes on Monday. Tuesday, a march

of children will take place at noon. The
march will begin at the Children’s

system?’’ Murray asked.
Since 1980 the Chancellor’s

Office

has restricted campuses from spending

Center and end at the UC Quad.
Knepprath said the trustees have
thus far left the funding up to individual student government because

CSU general fund money on child care
centers. The maximum amount a cam-

priority until now. He remembered only one instance in which the CSU had
considered assisting with child care
funding.
‘In 1979, the CSSA sponsored a
program change proposal which would
have allowed the salaries of children’s
center directors to be paid by the CSU,
thus adding some funding stability,”’
he said. ‘“‘The trustees put it into their
budget, but it was not passed by the
Legislature.’’
Kagan said the trustees would look
at a number. of options for finding
child care funds, including a possible
‘“‘off-the-top’’ expenditure from the
dollar general
multi-billion
CSU’s
fund.
The additional enrollment generated
by the existence of campus child care
centers — enrollment which translates
Equivalency
Full-Time
into added
revenue — should be enough to justify
CSU funding, Walker said.
A registrar’s report said that at HSU
last year, student-parents generated approximately $780,000 for the university
in Full-Time Equivalency revenue.
*“*Why shouldn’t the CSU help to
pay for people who are supporting its

has never applied for the emergency
funding, the university has charged

child care had not been considered a

pus can spend is $5,000 in emergency
allocations every other year.
Although HSU’s Childrens’
sinced

Center

1983 a yearly business service,

or ‘‘payback,’’ fee for administrative
services such as bookkeeping and mail
service.

Last year’s payback tab was $6,800,

and Walker expects this year’s to be
close to $7,500.
‘“‘They began charging the payback

because they felt that by paying for
these services they were in essence giv-

ing us university general fund money,
and that would have been in violation
of (CSU regulations),’’ Walker said.
The number of student-parents has
increased as the average age of CSU
students has risen.
A recently released report noted a
decline in the 18-to-24 age group and

estimated

that

43

percent

of

the

25
nation’s 12 million
years of age or older.
The average age of HSU students is
‘‘greatly on the rise,’’ said Edward
‘*Buzz’’ Webb, Vice President for Student Affairs.
“HSU is now the ninth oldest CSU
in terms of age. Just five years ago we
were the second youngest,’’ he said.
students

are

AIDS
Continued from front page
“If a student has AIDS, I would not
want him in my classroom,’’ biology
Professor David Lauck said. ‘‘He has
no right to be at this university if he has
AIDS. In my opinion, I would not send
my child to a school where there is someone with AIDS.”’
‘*Sure, if a person is ill with AIDS he
should be in the care of a doctor,”
Corbett said. ‘‘But a carrier should be
allowed to attend classes like any other
person.”’
‘**] hope that the students will deal
with the victim humanely when the
first case oe.
Abernathy said.
Report
AIDS victims may the

focus of public fears about contracting
the disease, but carriers who show no
symptoms may be a bigger health risk.
A carrier may not notice symptoms of
the disease for five years — if ever —
after contracting it.
There is ‘‘no reason to exclude AIDS
victims
or carriers
from
campus
academic, social or cultural activities.
Shared
classrooms,
study
areas,
libraries and theaters do not represent
problems,’’
the American
College
Health Association stated in a report
on AIDS.
**Decisions about institutional housing for AIDS victims should be made
on an individual basis depending o

the nature of the housing arrangement
in existence. There is no medical reason
whatever
to
alter
dormitory
assignments simply because of a gay or
bisexual,’’ the health assocation stated.
‘‘There have not been any special
provisions made for residents with
AIDS,”’ Harland Harris said. He is
director of Housing and Food Services.
‘**Since a roommate cannot get AIDS
from another roommate unless there is
sexual contact, I see no reason to treat
the (AIDS) person any differently.’’
Corbett, along with John Capaccio,
assistant director of Residential Life, is
developing a program to educate dormitory residents about the disease.
‘*] feel that there is a need to educate
the students more about AIDS,”’’ Harris said. ‘‘There is a lot of misinformation out there.’’
“‘There is no current evidence that
AIDS
is transmitted
by sneezing,

coughing, shaking hands, or hugging,”

the health association stated. ‘‘It cannot be obtained from toilet seats, door

knobs,

eating

utensils,

plates

and

glasses, clothing, books or furniture.”’
**You cannot get AIDS through
casual contact’’ even though the virus
has been found in saliva and tears,
Abernathy said.
The transmission of AIDS requires
the exchange of body fluids such as
urine, blood and semen. Sexual contact
with someone infected with AIDS is
the most common form of transmission.
Statistics show that those who are
most affected by the virus tend to be
gay and bisexual men and intravenous
drug users. Some people infected with
the virus will never develop any symptoms and be unaware that they are carrying — and spreading — the virus.
Lyn Paleo, director of Northern

California Services of the San Francisco AIDS Foundation, said in a
telephone interviewthat between five
and 20 people out of 100 will contract
AIDS. Of those who contract the virus,
25 percent will have AIDS-related
health problems and another 55-70 percent will never show any symptoms but
will be contagious.
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Lumber industry caught in log jam
Editor’s note: This story is the first
part of a two-part series that will focus
on the lumber industry. Next week The
Lumberjack will examine clear-cutting
on the North Coast.

By Rod Bo
Community

editor

Redwood, Douglas fir and the North
Coast. Combined, they form the principal
legal
industry
of Northern

California

and

provide

a_

training

ground for HSU’s natural resources
departments.
-The North Coast lumber industry,
however, has taken its lumps in past
years and is in the midst of one of its
more severe economic crises, according

to industry analysts.
Already
a volatile

business,

American
lumber,
specifically
in
California, Oregon and Washington, is
faced with increased competition from

Canadian wood and a topsy-turvy
domestic economy that sees housing
starts rise and fall rapidly.
All this, combined

over-stocked market,
mediate future that
rosey,

Paul

Evans,

with an already

produces an imlooks none too

Simpson

Timber

Company spokesman, said.
**] think we’re in for a worse year in
1986. What it boils down to is an overmanufacturing of wood. It’s just supply and demand. The consumer calls all

the shots in this business,’’ he said.
Redwood supplies are in a tenuous
market balance locally and any further
increase in that supply would further
upset the market, Henry Trobitz, industry member on the California State
Board of Forestry, said.
‘*There’s plenty of timber, lots of
lumber in inventory. We need to look
at the total demand picture. Lumber
industry people are the greatest bunch
of optimists that I’ve ever seen,’’ he
said. Trobitz is a retired Simpson
employee of 35 years.
The existing supply and demand

balance could be further upset with the
recent takeover of Scotia-based Pacific
Lumber Co. by a New York firm.
Maxxam Group had been working for

several weeks to acquire the lumber
company. That issue remains unsettl- |
ed, however, as lawsuits aimed at

blocking the move are heard in court.
Concerns

were

raised

by

Pacific

Lumber stockholders and analysts that
Maxxam would order extensive cutting

of existing PL timber stands to finance
the takeover.
‘*If there’s any significant increase in

Pacific Lumber’s production, it’s go-

ing

to

add

to

an

already

burdened

market. We’re just going to have to
wait and see what happens there,’’
Please see LUMBER

next page

Timber Co. shut down its Korbel mill for four months for a $13.5

renovation

usual among the

Above, the day before closing saw business as

inventory.
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dustries, is cyclic having its peak in the

Trobitz said.
Canadaian lumber companies have
gained an increased hold in the
American market, and if it is allowed
to increase, Trobitz said, it could be
na straw that breaks the camel’s

1960s when Japan was a big buyer of
redwood. Soon afterward, however,

‘*What the Canadians have done is
produce a source (of wood) in the U.S.

that’s hard to compete with. The Canadian government is interested in keeping its people employed. You won't see

any government agency of ours trying
to ee

with the market,’’ Trobitz

said,
Canadian

lumber

companies

have

attained about a 20 percent penetration

into the American
market,
Bill
Houston, area forester for Simpson’s

Mad River block, said. Trobitz places
thte figure at 30 to 35 percent.
Canadian companies produce mostly

whitewoods, like pine, which are used
mainly on the East Coast. In addition
to home construction, locally produced
redwood

is used

in

home

additions

such as decks and patio covers.
Fluctuating market conditions affect
the timber business in much the same
way as any business — they lead to
layoffs.

**We’ve got good men out of work. I
read in our trade journal that there
aren’t enough
ple in the business.
We just kind of chuckled when we read
that,”’ Houston said. Houston is a
1968 graduate of HSU’s
forestry
department and has been with Simpson
since 1967.

“It’s really bad, really tight right
now as far as jobs go,”’ he said.

The lumber industry, like other in-

The

Far

the

Japanese

found

redwood

un-

suitable for their construction purposes

and curtailed their purchases.
Since then the industry has struggled
along with some gains during 1979-80
as housing starts increased.
“The
last three years

are

the

toughest I can remember in 35 years in
the

buisness,’’ Trobitz said. ‘‘Oh, there

were times in the past when plants were

closed six to eight months at a time,
but we always knew it would get
better.”’

“Right now we're just not running
around planting trees,’’ he said.
Simpson has shut down its logging
operations for four months while it
modernizes its Korbel mill. Simpson
officials hope the $13 million project
will reduce production costs while processing new-growth timber.
‘They sat us down a few months ago
and told us (Korbel mill) was costing
way too much in producing and that
they had to do something about it.
Sure, a few jobs would be lost, but they
said they had to stay competitive,”’
Houston said.
*‘And competition up here is really
stiff right now,” he added.
An increase in 1985 housing starts
has hel
boost the sagging industry
and will continue to do so, Trobitz
said.
**] don’t ever see the lumber industry
crumbling up here. People are going to
have to be housed and there’s so much
timber and land left,’’ he said.

Unlike the related paper and pulp in-

dustries, local timber sales are not af-
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Humboldt County lumber companies are in the throes of yet another economic
slump.

California

Board of Forestry figures indicate a continuing drop

in lumber

prices. Board foot totals and retail value totals do not include timber harvested from
publicly owned land.

Timber trends
— Hyla Willis

fected by international market conditions. Whereas nations such as Norway
are heavy exporters of paper and pulp,
there is little market for American products in Europe, Trobitz said. Exported local redwood and Douglas fir
make it as far as the Pacific Rim nations.
For HSU graduates entering forestry
or
forestry-related
careers,
those

A service of Comic Castle.

already in the business offer some ad-

vice.

‘“‘The opportunites
are there,
whether in forestry or in some related

field,’’ Evans said.

Trobitz said, ‘‘ Forestry has broadened. It’s a business after all. Openings
come around mostly through attrition.

I'd suggest that that’s not too different
from 20 to 25 years ago.”’
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After finishing 12-12 last year and
setting a new school record for most
wins in a season, the HSU women’s
basketball team is looking to go a step
further.
‘This year and from here after we
want to go a step beyond. We want to
finish better than 12-12, and we want

to be conference competitiors,’’

said

new head coach Chris Conway.
Conway, who was an assistant coach
last year, replaces former head coach
Cinda Rankin. Rankin left at the end
of last season to begin a new job as
assistant
director of athletics at
Washington and Lee University in Lexington, Va.
This year’s team will be without
HSU’s all-time leading scorer, Christi
Rosvold, who graduated last year.
Rosvold scored over 19 points per
game last season and led the team in rebounding with an average of 10 per
game.
Conway said his biggest concern going into this year’s season is the team’s
lack of experience. Of the Lady ’ Jacks’
15 members, eight are brand new to the
team and four of those are freshman.
The returning players have each tallied
a year of experience in HSU’s basketball program.
“The big challenge for me is taking

this young group of ball players and

Women seek net gain
—*
them contenders,’’ Conway
said.
Two areas he has stressed in preparing the team for play are defense and
conditioning.
**] felt that last year’s team was a little bit out of shape, so we worked hard

getting into shape this year.’’
Returning

guards

Loretta

Simms

and Licia Ledbetter and forward Lorie
a. are among the players Conway
said should make things happen this

season.

Newcomers Suzi Farmer, 6-foot,
from Butte Valley, Ca., transfer Loretta Hines, 5-foot-10, from Saddleback
Junior College and Shaelene Kennon,
$-foot-10, from Fortuna will add some

needed height to the team he added.

_ Coming into this year’s season Conway not only wanted to better last
season’s record but he also wanted to
see his team gain respect in the conference.
‘I feel we are a 10-point underdog in
almost
every game
we walk into
because of the past history of the
school. They say, ‘Oh, we’re playing
Humboldt, this is going to be an easy
win for us.’ ”’
As Conway looks at the team’s past
record he finds things that he would
like to see erased.
‘*A good example is never beating
San Francisco State and we finally did
that. And in the school’s history we’ve

never

beaten

Chico.

How

can

you

never beat a school within your con-

ference? Those are records

|

I want to

scratch from the books. By doing that,
I think we will gain respect in our con-

ference and people won't take Humboldt as such a pushover.”
Senior Lorie Reiger said the team
has the. height, depth and ag-

gtessiveness

this

season

to

contend

with other teams, and added that Con-

way’s ability to talk with the players
makes the team more relaxed.
**He surprises me, he seems a lot

more

knowledgeable

with

women.

|

feel with women you have to learn to
talk to them in a different way than
= talk to men. I feel that
has

oF

earned that communication to each
girl is important,’’ Reiger said.

While the team did well last season,
attendance was not at the same level as
their male counterparts. This season
Conway said he would like to see more
fans at the games.
“‘My big pushis to get people to
come out and watch this team this
year. We’ve got new uniforms and

we’re frying to start a booster’s club

called the ‘Jack Attack in an effort to
get more
fans at our basketball
games.’”’
The Lady ’Jacks begin the season on

Nov. 22, on the road against Southern

Oregon State, before traveling to play
Oregon Tech on Nov. 23. They play

Chris Conway
—Karen Geititn
College of Notre Dame on Nov. 27,
Fresno-Pacific on Nov. 29, Mills College on Nov. 30 and return to Arcata

for

their

home

opener

Dominican College on Dec. 5.

against

Intramurals try to join Campus, community
By Kevin Mandel
Staff writer

HSU’s
designed

intramural
mainly for

recreation and

program
is
students, but

intramural

coordinator

Mark
Sanders believes that incorporating the community into the program can benefit both parties.
**] think it gives the community access to some nice facilities that they pay
less for. Plus, it makes them less apprehensive to come up to the school;
they can feel like, ‘Hey, we’re all one
community. Let’s try to get along

‘When

I was

a

student

here, there was just a
negative feeling between

the

community

campus.’

and

the

—Dan Collen
here,’ ’’ Sanders said.

Sanders said students would benefit
from the extra money brought in from

the community if it were put back into
the intramural program.
The original idea to incorporate the
community into HSU’s recreation program was devised by former recreation
and intramural coordinator Dan Collen,

Students and community members
share HSU’s athietic facilities
thanks
to closer communityuniversity relations.

now

University

Center

activities

manager.
‘‘When I was a student here, there
was just a negative feeling between the
community and the campus, so when I

came in as recreation and intramural
coordinator four years ago, I decided
to try to incorporate some of the com—programs into ours,’’ Collen

said.

He started by allowing interested
community members to participate in
tournaments
only.
Community
members were not allowed to participate in intramurals or the drop-in
recreation programs.

Chris

Conway,

who

took

over as

recreation and intramural coordinator
when Collen was hired as Center Ac-

tivities manager, continued where Collen left off.

“Chris went a step further than I
did; he started incorporating some of
the community sports _
into our
program,’’ Collen said.
“Chris
decided that if one of our facilities
wasn’t being used on a particular night
by the students, why not let the community league come in and use the
facility just that night only.
‘‘We would then charge them for
running the league, make some money
which would be put back into the intramural program to lower the costs or
at least keep the costs the same for
students,’’ he said.

Last

spring

quarter the recreation

and intramural
ment and Arcata
Parks and Recreation developed a

community
used HSU

basketball

league,

which

facilities.

‘‘What that does, I feel, is to improve the relationship between Arcata
Parks and Recreation and us, instead

of always competing

Collen said.

against them,’’

Intramural coordinator Sanders said
he also
plans on developing a city
basketball
league if the city is interested. Meanwhile, the rest of HSU’s

recreation program is opento the community.
:

‘*Intramurals is designed and set
to be a
tener; UF Got a Goel
maker,”’
s said.

**The more money you can bring in

from outside sources, like from letting
the community people in tournaments,

like having community teams involved
in our leagues
and running
a community league, the more extra money that
can be put back into the program to
make it better for students.’’

Sanders

said

the

community

will

always be welcome to use the recrea-

tion program as |
as student activities aren’t adversely affected.
“‘T want

them

to know

that when

there is space available, we want them
there. I: want to try and break down the
wall between the community and the
school,’’ Sanders said.
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do not get high turnouts compared to the universi-

summer and cannot enjoy the Humboldt Crabs’
summer season, the club will provide an opportunt-

Jason Randall
editor

Baseball at. HSU might be the comeback of the
year.
The new baseball club at HSU is starting a team
which will play intercollegiate squads and could

ty’s student population.
‘“‘They probably won't see a lot of people come

'

ty for students to view the sport.

out and watch them play. Only those who know the

‘I personally feel that the baseball team didn’t

players will watch, probably, but they won’t get
1,000 people out there to see them play,’’ Figone

get its fair chance in the end,’’ Dean Rohla said.

Rohla, who came to HSU in 1980, the year before

said.
While they want fan support, the two club
organizers said they would like some financial backing in the future.
‘‘The basic financial backing
for the team will
come from team members. In the future, we would
like to pick up some school funding to help with the
costs, but we are in the position to get some help in
—
for travel expenses in spring quarter,’’ Hart
said.

possibly bring hardball back to the university.

The club, which has yet to name itself, had its

amendment ratified on Oct. 25 and is working hard
to increase membership and prepare for the new

season.
Students

Jerry

Hart

and

Dean

Rohla

are two

baseball enthusiasts who have gone through the
process of implementing, scheduling and organizing
the club into what could be a_ well-rounded
organization.
‘*We have contacted 38 teams from Oregon down
to the Bay Area. We have contacted officials for

when we play at home. We have contacted Arcata,

Eureka and Fortuna Parks and Recreation to
schedule the use of their fields for home games and
discussed the issue with (Athletic Director) Chuck
Lindemenn about the use of some of the equipment
that the old team had. Right now, we are ready to
play,” Jerry Hart said.
Hart, a 24-year-old forestry senior, was here

when HSU’s baseball squad disbanded in 1981, and

is one of the co-founders of the new baseball club.
Business administration senior Dean Rohla is the
other co-founder.
The club, both men said, is not designed to
reinstate the baseball team at HSU, but to give

those who enjoy the game a chance to play and view
it. The club will play by NCAA

guidelines in case

they do become an intercollegiate team.

‘“‘Dean and I are baseball people and we like to
see the
played, no matter who is playing or
how
they’re playing. I think that there are a lot

of other people on campus who feel the same way,”’
Hart said.
Hart said since most students go home

for the

‘Dean and I are baseball people

and

we

like

to

see

game

the

played, no matter who is playing

or how bad they’re playing.’

—Jerry Hart

‘‘We are in the process of contacting the lorg

family since they are from the area and see if they
would like to sponsor the team,’’ Hart said. ‘‘But

the school disbanded its program, said the team was
not in a conducive environment to be successful and
that ‘‘weatherwise, this is not the best place to play
baseball.”’
Both men said there is not a great deal of baseball
in the area, so the team is in the right time frame to
pick up student and community support.
‘‘We have a good idea here. Basically, people
aren’t going to spend money to come and see us
play, but I expect to see some pretty good turnouts
at the games,’’ Hart said.
‘*People who are from LA and the Bay Area are
used to seeing some sort of baseball around, so we
should get some good support.”’
Former HSU baseball coach Al Figone, who said
he had not heard of the new club, said the optimism
expressed by the two organizers is good, but they
might face a hard battle.
*“*It’s hard to say about support, even with the
visible teams you don’t see much support,’’ Health
and P.E. assistant professor Al Figone said.
Figone, who came here in 1980, and coached the
baseball team for one season, said athletics at HSU

basically we are leoking for anyone who will help

sponsor us.”’

The team

is scheduled

to start playing spring

quarter which Rohla feels is an advantage for it.
‘‘Our season should start mid-February, at the
tail-end of Humboldt’s bad weather season. So
we'll be getting away from the worst weather by
traveling early,’ Rohla said.
He added the team would probably return home
during mid-season, but their schedule was a factor
in how many home games they play.
‘*We are a club, and if you’re a club, you do
everything you can to play, which means a lot of

traveling to fit into others’ schedules,’’ Hart said.

While the team’s schedule is structured, it’s also
tentative because they are waiting to see how many
new
people will attend the first club meeting.
‘*We
have people who say that they are really interested in joining the team and express interest in
the club. Now we want to see just how many are goPlease see next page
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said.
“Our

main

objective

is

to

see

ores will come how
out tomany
thele
" meeting,’? Rohla sophm
added.
“We basically have
and

like Jerry and I who will play, but “ pac

ey

how many new people to the campus will come

out.”’

While he has a full workload, Figone said he
would help the team if he could, but the primary
reason for having the club is to learn.
to

“ee benefit of having a club is to have fun and
be

a

learning

experience

for

the

people

involved,” he said. “The setup and the intent of the
people involved is really neat. | know Dean (Rohla)

and I would sit down and assist him if he asks for
help, but the fun of haviang
club team is that there

is no formal coach around.”’

‘Success could be us getting over 100 people in

our first meeting or just fielding enough people to

fill out the squad. If our
reinstatement of the baseball
then I'll be glad to be a part
are looking for the good,
art said.

efforts lead to the
program in the future,
of the process, but we
immediate benefits,”
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Sports Scoreboard
Football

North Coast Athletic Conference
UC Davis

teed State
Hayward State
Humboldt State

NCAC

Overall

W-L-T
3-0-0
2-1-0
2-10
1-10

W-L-T
4-20
3-4-0
5-20
5-2-0

0-2-0

1-6-0

Last Saturday

ba bre:ree ities

UC Davis 41, Northridge 22
.
Sonoma 17, St. Mary's 13

UC Davis at Sonoma

Santa Clara 53, San Francisco 30
Hayward idle
Women’s

at St. Mary’

ni STORCHES

eele not

available

Hae

in:

es

war

wr

6-2

Chico State
UC Davis

6-2-1

Humboldt State

a4 ;

9-4-3

7-7-3

5-3-1

Hayward State

mi ?

~ . *

,

Men’s Soccer
Far Western Conference

Chico 41, HSU 13

Chico

Ce

San Francisco 3, HSU 0
Fo College 3, ae
r scores unavailable
Conference standings not completely revised.
Only HSU, Hayward and San Francisco updated.

2-5-0

0-3-0

Sonoma State

aU w3. Heyward 0

:i
-12-

Sonoma State
Volleyball

San

Francisco

State

North Coast Athletic Conference

NCAC

Overall

ie

ee

ad

Last Week

12-3-0

HSU 1, Sonoma 1

nomaState Sate ma
Chico
. ab rancisco

oon

Sta

5.3.0

By

U.C. Davis

4-40

7-90

Stanislaus State
Hayward State

1-6-0
0-8-0

2-140
0-10-0

1-7-0

This Week

HSU 3, Sonoma 2

Chico at HSU Friday at 2 p.m.

Hayward 2, UC Davis 2

UC Davis at Sonoma

Chico at HSU Saturday at 1 p.m.
Hayward at San Francisco

Chico 1, San Francisco 0
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Arts & Entertainment

2

Musician will make strings sing at HSU
such as Pinchas Zukerman, Emmanuel Ax and the
Tokyo String Quartet.
In 1981, Brey
A
gy Se lle
ny
paercea International
Cello Competition in
Paris. Rostropovich was impressed enough to present Brey in his orchestral
debut with the National
Symphony Orchestra in 1983.
He played the performance on the same $750
Czechoslovakian cello he had
played since his late

Staff writer

Carter Brey, conceivably the world’s best young
cellist, will perform in Fulkerson Recital Hall Satur-

day night.

At 31, Brey has accumulated several prizes and
awards, appeared as a soloist with professional orchestras and is a protege of master cellist Mstislav

Rostropovich. And Brey’s career is just beginning.

Saturday’s
performance,
sponsored
by
CenterArts, will include works by Beethoven,

‘teens. The cello was infamously known as ‘‘Brey’s

box’’ in music circles. Saturday Brey will perform
on a rare Guadagnini which he bought just over a

Kreisler, and Bridge, as well as the ambitious Varia-

tions on a Rococo Theme, Op. 33, by Tchaikovsky.
“The Tchaikovsky is one. of the most famous
cello pieces,’* Horatio Edens, assistant music professor at HSU, said. ‘‘It’s not your everyday salon
piece — it’s a competition piece. If he’s playing the
Tchaikovsky, he’s definitely doing it for a reason.”’
Brey is probably preparing the piece for his
February concert on the Distinguished Artist’s
Series. The New York appearance will be followed
by an appearance with the Denver Symphony.
Edens said that although Brey is one of the coun-

year ago. The instrument was crafted in 1754 and

carries a price tag of about $120,000.
In a New York Times interview last November,

Brey said that Rostropovich was his main influence.
‘*He has a vocal beauty of tone and a transfixing

intensity that I just loved, long before I met him,”’
Brey said.
Brey displays his own kind of intensity.

‘*He’s technically brilliant, and his playing still
gets through on an emotional level,’’ Edens said.
‘*‘This business about classical music not coming
across to people who don’t have classical training
just doesn’t hold up here. Brey’s great asset is the
ability to bridge that gap,’’ he said.
Brey has recently won the Performing Arts Prize,
from the Arts Council of America, which includes a
Paris recital debut. He was awarded an Avery
Fisher Career Grant in 1983, and the Gregor
Piatigorsky Memorial Prize in 1984.
His HSU recital comes in the midst of a busy

try’s 10 best cellists, his lack of recognition will
make the show exciting.

Although

Brey

has achieved

much

critical ac-

claim and clearly presents himself as a master on the
cello, he is not yet a household name in the classical
music world.
‘**He is kind of an unknown quantity. It’s exciting. This is a good opportunity to hear an artist
who is right on the cusp of greatness,’’ Edens said.
Brey’s popularity is rising, with no small thanks
to Rostropovich or to Young Concert Artists, Inc.,
a non-profit management company dedicated to
developing young talents.
YCA has been managing Brey since 1982, when
he won a YCA international audition. The audition provided Brey with his New
York and
Washington recital debuts. The 1983 Michaels
Award followed, and with that came a recital in
New York’s Lincoln Center, as well as several orchestra appearances. Brey has performed with the
Chicago, Houston, St. Louis and Pittsburgh sym-

Carter Brey

‘He is kind of an unknown quanti-

ty. It’s exciting. This is a good opportunity to hear an artist who is

right on the cusp of greatness.’
—Horatio Edens
This is Brey’s last year under YCA

management.

From here he will hire a professional management

phonies.

company, following in the footsteps of YCA

artists

year.

Brey’s year has been highlighted

by an

pearance with the Chicago Symphony, a Linc
Center performance, and appearances in the
Spoleto Festivals in Charleston, S.C. and in Italy.
Brey will be accompanied Saturday by pianist Edmund Battersby.

The recital begins at 8 p.m., in Fulkerson Recital
Hall of the music building. Tickets are $7, $6 for
students and seniors, and are available at the
University Ticket Office, the New Outdoor Store in
Arcata, and at The Works in Eureka.

Comedy cast doesn’t click
in PAC’s current offering
By Eric Nordwall
Music

critic

The Pacific Art Center is presenting
a rather unusual comedy-mystery.
Jules Feiffer’s ‘‘Knock Knock’’ is
billed as a comedy, not a mystery, but
the comedy-mystery tag still sticks
because the play does contain a conundrum. The mystery in this theatrical offering is detecting its comedy.
It’s kind of tough to nail down what
exactly keeps the PAC’s version of
‘*Knock Knock”’’ from being genuinely

funny. The story of two older male
roommates, one a firm realist and the

other
a dreamer,
having
their
philosophic viewpoints scrambled by a
series of unlikely events certainly lends

itself to humor and couldn’t be held
solely responsible for this ho-hum
comedy.

The acting in this performance can’t
be entirely blamed for its mediocre effectiveness either. As Abe, one of the
men, Micail Buse is quite competent

and sae

When the play begins,

it is difficult to imagine Buse’s
character as being much over 40; by the
time the curtain comes down, Abe

seems much closer to 60. Charlie
Bullet, as Abe’s roommate, Cohn, is
gen¢rally believable — sometimes even
riveting — and M. L’Herogan is ab-

solutely hilarious in his role as a genieconjured wiseman.
By themselves the play and its actors
are
fine.
Together,
however,
something doesn’t click.

‘Knock

Knock’’

is an

absurdist

comedy in which fast-paced rhetoric is

the

norm

and

always

be

humor,

and

moving

the

unexpected

expected.

comedy

But

needs

‘‘Knock

a

can

quick-

lightning

Knock’s’”’ comic

dialogue doesn’t quite keep pace with
the play’s storyline.

This fault could be balanced by high-

energy,

polished

acting,

but with the

exception of Buse and L’Herogan the
ullet’s ©
cast doesn’t come through.
delivery and gestures are a bit staid,
and Teresa Desch’s Joan of Arc is too

girlish and

whiney

to be thoroughly

plausible. Her part is supposed to be
melodramatic but Desch sometimes oc-

cupies more of the spotlight than her
part deserves. Perhaps it isn’t surpris-

ina a she gives her best performance
w le suspended eight feet above the
s
and her co-stars.
:
e¢ PAC’s ‘Knock Knock”’ is not a

bad play. It has some truly

amusing

and some excellent acting. Un
fortunately it ow zing often
or fast
a

-
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Reviews

Prison film’s combo of acting, intrigue and politics is a winner
By Laura Furness

daring achievement

Movie critic

Prison makes strange bedfellows.

Love has no

country and heroes often come from unexpected
places.
If the components of ‘‘Kiss of the Spider
Woman” weren’t so well executed, the film could
easily have become one of derision. Instead, it is an
intriguing movie of some depth.
The camera work, the screenplay, the politics and
— of all the acting come together to make a fine
ilm.
Director Hector Babenco (‘‘Pixote’’) has already
shown that he wants to make daring films and that
he can do commendable work.

__

because it could easily have

become a sham, and it doesn’t.
Molina’s cellmate is Valentin Arregui (Raul
Julia). Arregui is a revolutionary in prison because

of badly-timed political activity.

ANS ume) angel engl Dovey
appears

whenever

Molina

narrates.

It

is

a

melodramatically humorous story of a Parisien
night club singer (Sonia Braga) who gets caught up
in the French resistance movement and falls in love
with a German officer.
It turns out to be a Nazi propaganda movie and
although Arregui is appalled, Molina doesn’t care.

decision was to use William Hurt as lead actor.
_ Hurt is Luis Molina, a homosexual window
dresser imprisoned for ‘‘corrupting a minor.”’
The power of Hurt’s performance is that at times
it is possible to forget that Molina is a man. It is a

In the propaganda film the Nazis are the heroes
and the resistance is the force of evil. It is an interesting twist that becomes a theme of the film.
Both Molina and Arregui are outcasts who become
hereos.
When they begin to care for one another both of
them realize that their lives are vapid. Each of them

The two have nothing in common. The only thing
that allows them to talk is Molina’s need to relive
his favorite film in the form of storytelling.
Molina’s movie becomes a film within a film, and

In “Kiss of the Spider Woman,’’ Babenco’s best

He says, ‘‘I detest politics but I’m mad about the

leading man.”

want

normalcy

and they try to reject, to some ex-

tent, their lives.
Although the film can be put into simplistic terms
anything but an uncomplicated movie. Emois
it
tionally it is ambiguous and it often leaves the audience at a loss for a proper reaction.
This may be the most powerful aspe& of the film.
It leaves no easy answers and demands extensive

contemplation.

‘Kiss of the Spider Woman’”’ runs through Nov.
14 at the Arcata Theater.

Fishbone’s high-energy burst of ska is one of year’s best
and a big shot of thorazine will keep
you still when hearing this six-song
disc.
One of the best cuts on this record is
its opening song, ‘‘Ugly.’’ It begins
with a slow, lumbering
keyboard
melody and a deep bass chant of ‘‘ugly.’’ Suddenly it bursts into a blistering
ska tune with horns splatting the offbeats and snare and high-hat work that
sizzles. Combined with a great singalong chorus — ‘‘U-G-L-Y/You ain’t
got no alibi/You’re just ugly’? — this

By Eric Nordwall
Music critic

Move the furniture, roll up the
carpet and put on your dancing shoes.
Fishbone has got an album for you.
This is a record that you really don’t
want to listen to unless you’ve got a lot
of room to move. Oh, you can try
listening to it from an armchair, but be
prepared for property damage because
this band is probably the hottest, jumpinist ska band in the country right
now; nothing short of a straight jacket

Is it OK to fall in love with a grocery siore?
a Consumer Owned

EVERYONE CANSHOP_

e

band links political lyrics with sarcasm,
gaining a most refreshing end result. In
‘*Party at Ground Zero,’’ for example,
the band sings, ‘“‘Johnny go get your
gun/For the commies are in our
hemisphere today/Ivan go fly your
MiG/for the Yankee imperialists have
come to play.’ The words themselves
aren’t
funny,
but their seemingly

carefree delivery, contrasted with the
song’s peppy, intense music, brings out
this cut’s irony.
This album is hot, folks, pure 100
percent Dancing Music. ‘‘Fishbone”’ is
so charged with high-voltage electricity
that it practically crackles just sitting in
the album cover. Give it a chance. Pad
the walls, clear the room, slap it onto
the turntable and watch the sparks fly.
You won’t regret it and only your feet
will be worse for the wear and tear.
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Yes, if it‘s

has to be one of the most Adrenalinpumping songs of the year.
Fishbone’s excellence doesn’t end
with musical expertise, though. The

665 F street

Arcata CA

95§21

(707) 822-1787
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Jazz giant Mose

Allison’s musical style is not easy to

categorize. His sound encompasses
many styles, and he blends cool vocals
with

modernistic

discussing
New

York

wrote,

keyboard

Allison’s

work.

technique,

Times’

Robert

In

The

Palmer

‘‘The result defies description

diversity

may

explain

why

artists such as the Yardbirds, The
Clash and Van Morrison. After hearing Allison sing ‘‘Young Man Blues’’
— long before his group turned the

himself, but his voice was so right that

Pete Townshend said, ‘‘I felt him to be

Although he is reknowned for
musicianship, Allison, 58, has had
formal musical training except for
years of grade school piano lessons.

of restrained

He. might

Available
IN
HSU Library Copy Center Rm 805
Hours: Monday-Thursday 4p.m.-7p.m.,
Sunday Ip.m.-5p.m.

screaming

not understand that

his
no
five
He
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SUNNY
Sunny

Brae

Available at: Arcata CO-OP, Eureka Ise, Se.
CO-OP, Eureka Health Foods, The Tofu Shop,

Natural Foods Cafe
Unique in Humbold: County

BRAE

TO

SERVE

YOU

WESTWOOD
Westwood

Shop

$

CUTTEN

ing Center

Walnut

Drive

Eurebs

12 Pack Hammes Beer cans reg. and light

Murphy's Mke., Sunnybrae

Monday-Saturday ¢ Lunch

LOCATIONS

HAMMS BEER

TOFU-TAHINI DRESSING

$3.39

1 1:30-5:00 © Dinner 3:00-8:00

16th & “G” Streets, Arcata * 822-0360

WHELLLLccccccccdddddddddddda,

COPIES

I felt it was the voice of a gentle giant.’’

song into a rock anthem — the Who’s
power.

—

drummer Danny Montgomery. The
show starts at 9:30 and tickets are
available at The Works in Eureka,
Kinko’s and the Outback in Arcata,
~
Wild Horse Records in Garberville.

Mose Allison

¢
Self
Service

Allison will be accompanied Monday night by bassist Dick Koenig and

Allison’s tunes have been remade by

the epitome

oe,

than 20 others.

both because it cuts across the boundaries that conventionally separate
mainstream jazz, avant-garde, blues
and swing, and because it is in a continuing process of evolution.’’
This

ois

ht himself to play the trumpet in
high school while listening to
Louis
Armstrong and Count Basie.
After serving in the Army and earning a degree in English, Allison took up
temporary residence as a sideman for
Al Cohn-Zoot Sims and later joined
forces with Stan Getz. He released his
first album, ‘‘Back Country Suite,’’ in
1957 and has gone on to record more

Allison will be br-

inging his 30 years of keyboard and
vocal wizardry to the Old Town Bar &
Grill Monday night.

21b blocks
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The passionate music of
cellist Carter Brey
“He is quite
best young

simply one of the
in the
musicians

world today. "Horatio Edens, HSU music

faculty.

Fulkerson Recital Hall

Ethereal magic of Ireland
with harpist and storyteller Patrick Ball
“Patrick Ball combines storytelling and music in a magical way.”
Olga Loya North Coast storyteller.

Try An Authentic Humboldt

Sat., Nov. 16 8
Kate Buchanan

TOFU BURGER
“$6 OF With All The Fixins’’
Plus... Hot Turnovers, Unique Salads, Delicious Desserts,
Speciality Groceries, & More

p.m.

$7 general, $6 students/seniors
@a
heal

TICKETS

Pongtr
ey ae

P
wher wonun

G
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at

If Fletcher Christian and Captain Bligh had
known what being stuck in the same boat
would mean, chances are neither would have

set foot aboard.
And if you're stuck in the same boat with along
distance company that doesn't give you all the

ou'll get trouble-free, reliable service. Immediate
connections—even during the busiest hours.
Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day

Rate on state-to-state calls. And operators to
assist you with immediate credit for wrong
numbers and collect calling.

services you need, it's easy to harbor mutinous
So when you're asked to choose a long distance
thoughts.
company, sign aboard with AT&T. With AT&T Long
But when you pick AT&T as your long distance
Distance Service, you'll never be left stranded.
company, you know you're in for smooth sailing.
§ Reach out and touch someone’

The right choice.
© 1985 Ale? Commumcanons

Lumberjack Classifieds
prints from slides for $8.95. Also slide proof
sheets, 5x7 prints just $5.95. Call J.W. Wall
Photography at 822-6384 any time.
12-4

For Sale

1966 Volvo 1228 Wagon Reliable, 20,000 on

mediately. FREE DETAILS, Rush
self-addressed envelope to:S&B-P
Old
Thorsby Road, Clanton, Alabama 35045.

for information
95-b, Roselle, NJ 07203

Word Processing — Term papers, Theses,
Dissertations, Technical, Scientific, Statistical,

rebuilt engine, new radiator, new radials, am/

hours from home. Great for students and
housewives or as supplemental income. Send

Foreign Language, Disc storage.

677-0496.

self addressed

11th st. 822-5381.

SCRIBE.

625

12-4

Overeaters Anonymous — 12 step program
of recovery for compulsive overeaters. Open
meeting every monday 8:00 am., room 116
Nelson Hall, No fees
or dues. Confidential 12-4

Typing and Wordprocessing — Quality work,
Convenient location, Regular business hours,
Special student rates. SCRIBE. 822-5381. 625
11th St.
12-4

Drop-in Tutoring — Accounting 1A, 18, 1C,
140 Mon. / Wed. 11:30-12:30, Tues. / Thurs.
12:00-1:30. Little Apartments 71. Math A, D, 1,
2A, 2B, 22, Mon. / Thurs. 11:00-1:00, Tues
9:00-11:00 & 3:00-4:00, Fri. 11:00-12:00
Little Aparments 71. Chemistry 88B, 1A, 1B,
1C, Mon. 12:00-2:00, Wed. 10:00-2:00. Little
Apartments 71. Computer information Systems
5,
10
Mon.
2:00-4:00,
Tues
Thurs
10:00-11:00, Little Apartments 71. Physics
4A, 4B, 4C, 4D, 2A, 2B, 2C, 24 Tues
1:00-2:00,
Wed.
1:00-3:00,
Thurs
1:00-2:00. Science A 372 NR 40A 135 Mon
11:00-1:00, Tues. / Thurs. 9:00-10:00 Wildlife
211. For more information call x4266
by little apartments, Hse 71

or come
12-4

Hypnotherapy for YOU? Quick results, self improvement,
skills,

fm

cassette

stereo.

$1800.

Call

12-4

WANTED: Att. mate, MF, close to campus,
$165mo. Needed by January, non-smkr
pref. Semi-furnished covered parking. No
drugs, hot water, garbage paid. Call David
822-0452
FOR SALE—1978 Honda Civic. New engine
with warranty, new radiator, good tires and
body.

$2500,

839-0074.

Typewriters for rent at the HSU Bookstore.
They can be rented for a day, weekend,
week, or month. Reasonable rates

_ Personals
WHADAYA

come

say TEACH!!

on

up and

show

Waiting for you to

up

those

timber

concentration,

motivation,

performance

Stop smoking, control eating, stress reduction,
responsible
drinking,
ect.
Self hypnosis
strategies, sliding scale fees. Call 444-8967 or
445-2466, ask for Steve, Thea, Jim, Deb. 2-12
MACINTOSH ——Do
you have a Mac with a
modem? I'll pay for help loading data to a Mac
disk. Randy 826-0102

WORK

AT HOME

No experience necessary.

YOUR OWN

subscriptions, over 300 ' KXGO IS LOOKING FOR AN ARTIST or art
student, to do a series of six charcoal or pencil
how. Send self addresssketch portraitsof the radio market's No. 1 rated
to L. Lagos, 802 Third
air staff. Sketches will be displayed in the recep92231 for details.
tion area of the KXGO studios. Leave work
samples at 826 G St., Arcata, mail to P.O.
WANTED: Ambitious STUDENTS to get conDrawer QQ, 95521, or call Chad, 822-3667
tracts for display advertisements, design and
before 10 a.m. or from 3-5 p.m.
paste-up ads. Experience or design background
preferred but not necessary. Good Money. Call
Steady part-time job in Trinidad doing one of
Trudi at ext. 3271 or 3259.
the following: clean, drive handywork. Must be
R-3000 for current federal list.

docks
miles

per

with shelters
HSU.
from

822-2190.

month,

grassy

-

=

Custom

8x10

1062 @ $1. ARLATA CA 99621

assembly
ext.

INCOME for part time home

work.

For info.

call 312-741-8400

1819

GOVERNMENT JOBS $15,000-$50,000yr.
possible. All occupations. Call 805-687-6000
Ext. R5670 to find out how.

The Plough & the Stars
Bed & Breakfast

Country Inn

Vv

v

(107) 822-5696

\

’;

Cibachrome

Teach in Japan
Persons with a degree
ing, publishing, public
or education wishing to
two years in Tokyo and

é

EXCELLENT

v7

9

”

Must be well built, with

good features.

ride

11-6

Photographers!

BLACK MALE MODEL NEEDED for art 152. ~
Call Judy 822-0883.

<wrOUR;Rp '
v

$35; stalls $37.50.
3
Son
of the
Stables

12-4

soe

v

pad-

dependable, good at following directions okay
dealing unusual situations. Call 443-4250 early
a.m. or 7-9 p.m.

$10-$360 Weekly Up Mailing Circulars! No
quotas!
Sincerely
interested rush selfaddressed
envelope:
Success,
P.O.
Box
470EG, Woodstock, IL 60098.
12-4

your horse? Bring it with you
Lonetorsome
$27.50

& FIELD For a men and women

meetings on Monday, Nov. 11 or Tuesday, Nov.
12, 5:00 on the track. FC 148.

BUSINESS $37.00 start

Swerve df wanenaaoe
Pasture

TRACK

up costs. Sell magazine
popular titles. We'll tell
ed, stamped envelope
Street, Calexico, Calif.

Government Jobs $16,040 — 59,230yr. Now
Hiring. Call 805-687-6000 Ext. R-5670 for current federal list.
12-4

Services

needs

athletes who plan to compete in the upcoming
track and field season there will be two team
meetings.
Attendance
is crucial to either

92231. for details.

OWN

INCOME!

homeworkefs! Details: Send # 10 SelfAddressed Stamped Envelope: SIP Box 3246
Dept. D Whittier, CA 90605
11-13

Join our fast growing group of at home
telephone representatives. Its easy, fun and profitable. Send self addressed stamped envelope
to L. Lagos, 802 Third Street, Calexico, Calif.

TO ALL THE “SUE’S BOOZE CRUISE” participants....
Thanks for making my 22nd one
of the best! Who could ask for better friends?
Lets do it again...say June, 1986! (If the boat
can handle us
u again!) RunAround.

PAOHOME-MAILING
WEEKLY
$1,250
Start imGuaranteed earnings.
GRAM!

EXTRA

California, 92231

Government Jobs $16,040 — 59,230yr. Now
hiring. Nationwide. Call 805-687-6000 Ext.

Opportunities

For effective cover letters and resumes call
SCRIBE. 822-5381.
625 11th St.
12-4

envelope to L. Lagos,

802 Third Street, Calexico,
for details.

beasts. And | know you can teach them a lot
more than just trees. Stop by anytime. Pupil.

confidence, success, interpersonal

Qualified for the job, but can’t get an interview?

SALES Own your own business, work your own

Shoe Shop

Plaza

or job-experience in such fields as engineerreations, phamacology, linguistics-languages
teach English to Japanese adults for one or
other parts of Japan should write to:

Personnel Director
International Education! Services
Shin Taiso Bldg.
10-7, Dogenzaka 2-chome, Shibuya-ku
Tokyo, Japan 150
Further information on the position, qualifications, salary, benefits, transportation
and housing can be obtained by airmailing a detailed resume to L.E.S.
Personal interviews will be held in San Francisco and Los Angles in January, 1986.

D&J LAUNDERLAND

y s
Repoir
it
Shoe
Qual
@

Coost
West o
@ al
Bult

@ Red

Wing

© Birkenstock

©

ond
@ Rocksport
Wigwam Socks

& Mon
Sun ed
: Cles

ON

located on two acres in
the Arcata Bottoms
Call 822-8236

for
Information & Reservations

THE PLAZA
ARCATA

1800 27th St., Arcata

(off Alliance Blvd.)

SEQUOIA AUTO

Formerly Bay Auto

Student Discounts

Complete Foreign & Domestic Parte
“Best Deal in Town”
Wash Here,
Dry FREE!!!

Brake Drums &
Rotors Machin
Mon.- Fri., 8-5:30

Sat.- 9-4

Open 7-9 Daily
5000 Valley West Center

822-1181

889NinthSt.

Arcata

822-2411
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Calendar
Wednesday
November 6

Theater:
Studio Theatre: ‘Joseph in Egypt,” 8
Gen./$1

p.m., $1.50

Students and Seniors

North Coast Repertory:

‘Steambath

Dance:
Kate Buchannan Room: Japanese Experimental
Films,” 8 p.m., $2.00

Arcata: “Kiss of the Spider Woman” 7:45 p.m
Minor: ‘Paris, Texas’ 7 p.m. and “The Conversation” 9:45 p.m

Music:

Art:
Foyer Gallery: Paintings and
Michael Siddell, through November

Drawings
18

by

November

7

Film
Kate
Coast

Buchannan
7 p.m.,

Room:

Minor:
Jeremiah

‘Trekking

the

Lost

free

Arcata: See Wednesday
‘Animals
Johnson

are

Old Creamery
Dance Company

Dance

Theater:

Extensions

listing
People”

Friday
November 8
Cinematheque:
“The Awful Truth,”
7 pm
Founders 152, $1.75 Adults/ $1 Children
Second Screen: ‘Romancing the Stone, 8pm,
Kate Buchanan Room, $2
Arcata: See Wednesday listing
Minor: See Thursday listing

Depot: The Alliance Brothers, 4 p.m.,
Old Town Bar & Grill: Commotion, 9
Jambalaya: To the Bone, 9 p.m.; $3
Jennifer's: Fresh, Rock and Roll
Ramada Inn: Country Fever, 9 p.m.,
Toppers: 1) Dance Party
Humboldt Cultural Center: Sheila
pianist
Frank
Marks,
Students and Seniors

&15

p.m,

free
p.m., $3.50

$2
Marks with

$3

Gen./$2

Blues vocals and piano, 9 p.m

Arcata: See Wednesday listing
Minor: “Streetwise” 7 p.m and “Pixote” 8:45

Music

Music:
Recital Hall: Cellist Carter Brey, 8

p.m., $7 Gen./$6 Students and Seniors
Old Town Bar & Grill: Queen Ida and the Zydeco
Band, 9 p.m., $5
Jambalaya: See Friday listing

Topper's: Carribean All Stars and The Dreadbeats
Jennifer's: Francis Vanek Quartet

Tuesday

Theater

Film:

Studio Theater: See Thursday listing
North Coast Repertory: See Thursday listing
Dell’Arte: See Friday listing
Eagle House Theater: See Friday listing

Gist Hall:

Sunday

Music:
Old Town

November

10

listing

Dell’ Arte: Bert Houle Mime Theatre

Bar & Grill: 1)! dancing, 9 p.m., 96

Youngberg’s:

7.30 p.m., $6

Founders

152,

Varicty

Night,

9 p.m.

“The

Wild

y

One,

$1.75

Lumberjack
Classifieds
Go Places
826-3259

Arcata: See Wednesday listing
Minor: See Thursday listing

Music:

“Knock Knock,” 8 p.m

327 SECOND ST., EUREKA, CA 95501
(707) 445-2971

3 UPCOMING SHOWS °
YUUUUUUULUUU

Gist Hall 22 1,9 p.m

cents

/$4 Students and Seniors

Eagle House Theatre: Pacific Art Center presents

oe

“Goodbve War”

free

Theater:

Cris Williamson

eee

a

Oe

YOOUUUU0O

QUEEN IDA

MOSE ALLISON

Advance Tickets Available ct:
THE WORKS - EUREKA
KINKO'S ' OUTBACK - ARCATA
WILD HORSE RECC RDS - GARBERVILE
sitet safes

12

Arcata: See Wednesday listing
Minor: See Monday listing

plus Tret

TOWN

ee

free

November

3p.m.,

ase SES mets

Jambalaya: Jazzbird, 9 p.m.,

Jennifer's: Hall Street Honkers

Ramada Inn: See Friday listing

Youngberg's: Puffin

Van Duzer

POO

Old Town Bar & Grill: Mose Allison, jazz and
blues, 9 p.m., $7.50

Fulkerson Recital Hall: Pianist Donna Coleman

OLD

11

Minor: See Thursday listing

Cinematheque:

Youngberg’s: Earl Thomas and Anthony Sanger,

p.m.,

Film:

Studio Theatre: See Thursday listing
North Coast Repertory Theater: See Thursday

Gen.

7

Screen: See Friday listing

Fulkerson

Theater:

Old Town Bar & Grill: Desperate Men, 9p.m., $3
Jennifer's: Wiid Oats, 8 p.m
Jambalaya: Chris McCurdy and Peter Childs, 9
p.m., $3

-

Rainmaker,”

Arcata: See Wednesday listing

and

Music:

‘The

Monday
November

Founders 152, $1.75

Youngbergs: Latin Keys, 9 p.m., No cover

Beautiful

Cinematheque:
Second

Music:

Thursday

Fare and Kay Weaver, $10 Gen./$9 Students
Jambalaya: The Walkabouts, 9 p.m., $3

Film:

Film:

Depot: Paul Rubin and Kimberly Bass 8 p.m
Youngberg's: Swingshift, 9 p.m
Jambalaya: Continental Drifters, 9 p.m., $2

Saturday
November 9

1031 H ST., ARCATA, CA 95521
822- 3450. >
«A

free

